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rhe Americas in a Changing World

Address by Secretary Kissinger

I am most pleased to be here today, at the

nvitation of President Perez. This sympo-

ium is symbohc of the effort of our two

lations to strengthen our ties and to consult

n issues of deep concern to our two peoples.

come here not merely to demonstrate my
ountry's interest in its relationships with

ou but to address with you the global chal-

nges to our common future.

The Western Hemisphere has for centuries

i^mbolized man's readiness to grasp his own
estiny. When I placed a wreath at the tomb
f Simon Bolivar yesterday, I recalled the

3pth of his faith and wonder at the future
' the Americas. Today, more than a century

ter, the promise of our hemisphere is more
ive than ever—and more important to each
' our countries and to the world.

Today I want to discuss with you the chal-

nges that history has posed to our hemi-

Dheric friendship, the efforts we have made
the recent period to address these chal-

nges, and the compelling responsibility we
ce today and tomorrow.

I have come to this continent because the

nited States believes that Latin America
IS a special place in our foreign policy.

This belief is the product of history. We
on our national independence together in

te same era. We confronted the similar chal-

ages of pioneer peoples developing the re-

|urces of bountiful unexplored continents.

le shaped democratic institutions and
turred economic growth, conscious that we

"^nefited greatly from our relationship with

<!ch other. We have long shared a common

Made before the U.S.-Venezuelan Symposium II

Macuto. Venezuela, on Feb. 17.

interest in shielding our hemisphere from
the intrusion of others. We led the world in

building international organizations to serve

our cooperative endeavors for both collective

security and economic progress.

The United States has always felt with

Latin America a special intimacy, a special

bond of collaboration, even in the periods of

our isolation from world affairs. Even now,

when our countries are major participants

in world affairs, when our perceptions of

contemporary issues are not always identi-

cal, there remains a particular warmth in

the personal relationships among our leaders

and a special readiness to consider the views

of our neighbors. On many issues of U.S.

policy—economic, political, or security—the

American people and Congress give special

consideration to our hemispheric ties.

The problem we face today is that history,

and indeed the very gi'owth and success we
have all achieved, have complicated our rela-

tionship. What used to be a simple percep-

tion of hemispheric uniqueness, and a self-

contained exclusive relationship, has become
enmeshed in the wider concerns we all now
have in the rest of the world.

—The United States is conscious of a

global responsibility to maintain the world

balance of power, to help resolve the age-old

political conflicts that undermine peace, and

to help shape a new international order en-

compassing the interests and aspirations of

the 150 nations that now comprise our

planet. And so our vision now reaches be-

yond the Western Hemisphere. We have

major alliances with the Atlantic community
and Japan, as well as this hemisphere; we
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have growing ties of friendship with many
nations. In a nuclear age, we have an in-

escapable responsibility to manage and sta-

bilize our relations with the major Commu-
nist powers and to try to build a safe and

more constructive future. The problem of

peace in this generation means for us, the

United States, a permanent involvement in

world affairs in all their dimensions—main-

taining security, promoting a healthy trade

and monetary system and economic develop-

ment, and creating a stable and just and

universal system of political relations.

—At the same time, Latin American na-

tions have grown in power and influence and

become major forces in their own right on

the world scene. This is one of the most strik-

ing events of this era. Your economies are

among the most advanced of the developing

world. But your role is not a product of eco-

nomic strength alone; its roots are deeper:

your traditions of personal and national

dignity, concern for legal principle, and your

history of peace. Your sense of regional

identity has become more important—to

you—and to the world. We accept and re-

spect these developments, and the new or-

ganizations, like SELA [Latin American
Economic System], which now speak to

your own collective interests. We trust that

they will not be used for confrontation; for

that could complicate our relations and hin-

der solutions to problems. We are confident

that the increased sense of Latin American
identity, and the institutions which serve it,

can be a constructive and vital force for co-

operation on a wider basis. This will be our

attitude toward these institutions.

—The countries of Latin America have
done more than grow internally and strength-

en their regional associations. They have

established new ties outside the hemi-

sphere—trade relations with the European
Community and Japan and a growing sense

of solidarity with developing nations in

Africa and Asia. Such global involvement is

inevitable; inevitably also, it creates new
and conflicting pressures on more traditional

friendships.

—The challenge of economic development
has become a worldwide concern and is being
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addressed on a global, and not simply hem
spheric, basis. Venezuela is now cochairma

of the Conference on International EconomJ

Cooperation (CIEC) and has discharged thi

responsibility with great wisdom. Similail;

the energies of the United States are increa:

ingly focused on international organizatioi

and issues of global scope. We have ma(

major and comprehensive proposals to tl

U.N. General Assembly special session, tl

World Food Conference, and the ConfereiK

on International Economic Cooperation. R'

cent events have taught us all that glob,

prosperity is indivisible; no nation can pro

per alone.

—Finally, the United States continues

this era to feel a special concern for its hem
spheric relations. Our profound conviction

that if we cannot help to solve the burnii

issues of peace and progress with those wii

whom we have such longstanding ties

sentiment and experience of collaboratio

we have little hope of helping to solve the

elsewhere. To put it positively, we fe

strongly that our cooperation as equals

this hemisphere can be a model for cooper

tion in the world arena.

The challenge we face is that we must re

oncile these distinct but intersecting dime

sions of concern. We must define anew t

nature and purposes of our hemisphei

condition. We must understand its meani:

and its promise. We must adapt it to o

new global condition. We must summon
develop it, and use it for our comm»
objectives.

The United States values its bilateral ti

with your countries, without any intent!

of pursuing them in order to break up yo

regional solidarity. We want to preser

our hemispheric ties and adapt them to t

moral imperatives of this era-—without Y

gemony, free of complexes, aimed at a betf

future.

All the nations of the hemisphere are ir

ture countries. The variety of intersect!

relationships and concerns reflects the vit

ity of our nations and the increasingly !;

portant roles we play in the world. We in t

Americas are granted by history a uniq

opportunity to help fashion what your F(

Department of State Bullei
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.'igii Minister lias called a "new equilibrium"

mong all nations.

>ialogue and Progress

The experience of our recent past has

L^iuch to teach us.

During the early 1960's, the Alliance for

h'rogress stimulated great expectations of

iapid development. The enthusiasm with

i(i/hich our countries embraced the Alliance

Charter clearly exceeded our collective perse-

erance and understated the magnitude of

lie challenge. But great human and financial

ssources were mobilized ; new institutions

'ere created that remain basic instruments

)r cooperation. And ultimately the Alliance

ift an even greater moral imprint. By the

id of the 1960's, internal development and
)cial change had become an imperative for

I governments in Latin America, regardless
' political coloration. The United States is

-cud of its contribution.

In this decade, this hemisphere has been
A^ept up in the tides of the global economy
lat now have an increasing significance to

ir national plans and expectations.

At Vina del Mar in 1969, the nations of

fltin America staked out a new agenda of

•sues reflecting what we have since come to

II interdependence—the conditions of world
ade, multinational corporations, and tech-

•logy transfer—as well as more traditional

sues such as economic assistance. In the

irit of inter-American cooperation, the

nited States attempted to respond. My gov-

nment endorsed, and worked for, measures
improve Latin America's access to our

markets and those of other industrial coun-

ies, to improve the flow of private capital,

reform the inter-American system, and to

sure consideration for Latin American
ncerns in international forums.

Less than a month after becoming Secre-

ry of State in 1973, I called for a new dia-

?ue between Latin America and the United
ates to reinvigorate our relations by ad-

essing together the new challenges of an
iterdependent world. I believed that in the

1 st the United States had too often sought
1 decide unilaterally what should be done

about inter-American relations. I felt that

Latin America must have a stake in our

policies if those policies were to be successful.

I said that we were ready to listen to all

Latin American concerns in any forum.

Latin America chose to conduct the dia-

logue on a strictly multilateral basis, pre-

senting common positions to the United

States. First in Bogota, then in Mexico City,

the agenda of issues that had been set out in

Viiia del Mar was updated to account for

changed circumstances and new concerns. At
Tlatelolco, and again in Washington, I joined

my fellow Foreign Ministers in informal

meetings, supplementing our regular en-

counters in the OAS and United Nations. A
thorough and heartening dialogue took place.

For the next 12 months, U.S. and Latin

American representatives met in a continu-

ous series of political and technical discus-

sions. These meetings were interrupted

almost precisely a year ago in reaction to

certain provisions of the U.S. Trade Act of

1974, tjie very act that implemented the sys-

tem of generalized preferences first proposed

in Villa del Mar.

All of us have something to learn from
this experience.

First, we can now see that the new dia-

logue, as it was conducted, only partially met
the psychological requirements of our mod-
ern relationship.

The United States was prepared to work
with the other nations of the hemisphere to

improve and perfect the undeniable com-
munity that has existed under the name of

the inter-American system for almost a cen-

tury. Yet the explicitness of our approach to

the concept of community led many in Latin

America to think that the United States

wanted to maintain or create a relationship

of hegemony. This misunderstanding ob-

scured the reality that the hemisphere was in

transition, between dependence and inter-

dependence, between consolidation and polit-

ical growth, and that the old community
based on exclusivity was being transformed
into a more open community based on mutual
interests and problem solving.

The Latin American nations still seemed
to think that the United States, with its
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great strengths and responsibilities, could

act unilaterally to resolve all issues, that any
compromise was surrender, that Latin

America should propose and the United

States should respond. The United States, on

the other hand, looked upon dialogue as a

prolonged process of give-and-take in which
progress would come incrementally as our

representatives analyzed the problems and

negotiated solutions.

Latin America demanded quick results

:

each meeting became a deadline by which

time the United States had to show "results"

or be judged lacking. But as economic diffi-

culties beset us all in a period of world

recession, it became obvious that if Latin

American aspirations were expressed to the

people of the United States in terms of cate-

gorical and propagandistic demands, they

could not elicit a sufficiently positive

response.

Both sides oversimplified the nature of the

problem : the Latin American nations did not

always perceive that the issues were among
the most difficult that the international com-
munity has faced because they go to the

heart of the structure and interaction of en-

tire societies. The United States did not

sufficiently take into account that Latin

America had experienced years of frustra-

tion in which lofty promises by the United

States had been undone by the gradualism of

the American political system, which re-

sponds less to abstract commitments than to

concrete problems. Hence the charge of ne-

glect on one side and the occasional feeling on

the other side of being besieged with

demands.

But if the new dialogue has not yet

yielded results, it nevertheless expresses a

constructive mode of dealing with our prob-

lems and realizing the aspirations of the

hemisphere. The United States is prepared

to make a major effort to invigorate our

hemispheric ties. My trip here underlines

that purpose.

We have learned something basic about

the hemisphere itself. In the past, both the

United States and Latin America have acted

as if the problems of the hemisphere could

be solved exclusively within the hemisphere.
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Today, the Americas—North and South-

recognize that they require a global as well

a regional vision if they are to resolve the

problems. For the United States a horn

geneous policy toward an entity call'

"Latin America" presents new problems,

terms both of global concerns and of the re

diversity of Latin America. Nor can the bu

den of adjustment to a new hemispheric eqi

librium be borne wholly by the United Staff

We are prepared to make a major contril)

tion, and we are willing to cooperate ful

with Latin American regional institutio

that come into being to this end.

Both sides need a new approach. T
United States is prepared to give more s,\

tematic consideration to Latin Americ;

quest for regional identity. On the otli

hand, Latin America must overcome its o\

apprehensions about our policies. In the pa:

whenever we emphasized the regional aspec

of our relationships, we have been accus

of forcing problems into an inter-Amerir

system which we dominated; when we ei

phasized the bilateral mode, we were accus

of a policy of divide and rule. Each side nni

understand the problems and purposes of t

other.

We thus all know our challenge. \

must now turn it into our opportunity. .

far as the United States is concerned, we a:

prepared to make a major effort to bu:

upon our historic ties a cooperative effort

construct a better future.

Interdependence and Our Common Future

Where do we go from here? What is t

answer? Wherein lies the purpose of o

relationship in the modern era?

Our starting point must be to recogni

that an era of interdependence makes C(

laborative endeavor more, not less, importa

to any country that wishes to preserve co

trol over its own national destiny.

We in this hemisphere won our glory

fighting for national independence and d

fending it in the face of foreign threats ; \

have built societies embodying the traditi(

of democracy; we have dedicated our hum;
energies to the development of our natur

Department of State Bullet)



•esources, with impressive results.

Yet even as we celebrate our birth as na-

ions and our centuries of achievement, we
mcounter a new challenge to our independ-

nce. It comes not from foreign armies, but

rom gaps and strains revealed within the

ery international economic system that each

)f our nations, in its own way, has done
nuch to create.

Since the Enlightenment, which produced

he faith in reason and progress that in-

pired our revolutions, we have all believed

hat the growth of a global economy would
urture a world community bringing univer-

al advancement. Yet now we find that the

iternational system of production—which
till has the potential to provide material

rogress for all—has become subject to un-

srtainties and inefficiencies and international

inflicts.

Nowhere is this challenge more vivid than

1 Latin America. With the higher stage of

Bvelopment that your economies have

cached has come the awareness of greater

alnerability to fluctuations in export earn-

igs, to increases in the costs of imports, and
I the ebb and flow of private capital. Yet
our more complex and more open econo-

ies can also respond more vigorously to,

id profit more readily from, positive trends

the world economic system.

Interdependence for the Americas is there-

re a positive force and an opportunity. We
ust manage it, harness it, and develop it

r our common benefit.

Our economic dilemmas give rise, in our

nes, to political imperatives. Rapidly

anging external events affect all our peo-

les profoundly—their livelihoods, their ma-
irial standards, their hopes for the future,

id most fundamentally, their confidence that

r systems of government can successfully

'.counter thc» challenges before us. And the

quirement for action is political will.

Our societies derive their strength from
le consent and dedication of our peoples,

m our democratic system cope with the

rains of social change and the frustrations

what is inevitably a long historical proc-

!s? Can nations find the wisest path in an
a when our problems are too vast to be

irch 15, 1976

solved by any nation acting alone? Will we
succumb to the temptation of unilateral ac-

tions advantageous in their appearance but

not their reality? Can we reconcile our di-

versity and the imperative of our collabora-

tion?

I believe we have every cause for optimism.

The requirements of interdependence make
patent the genius of our special hemispheric

traditions, our values, and our institutions.

Pluralism and respect for the rights of otTiers

are indispensable to the harmony of the in-

ternational order. For to seek to impose radi-

cal changes without the consent of all those

who would be affected is to ignore political

reality. Equally, to deny a voice to any who
are members of the international community
is to insure that even positive achievement

will ultimately be rejected.

Therefore the traditions of this hemi-

sphere—democracy, justice, human and na-

tional dignity, and free cooperation—are

precisely the qualities needed in the era of

global interdependence. National unity with-

out freedom is sterile ; technological progress

without social justice is corrupt; nationalism

without a consciousness of the human com-

munity is a negative force.

Therefore our permanent quest for prog-

ress in this hemisphere must take into ac-

count global as well as regional realities. It

must reflect the differing interests of each

country. And our global efforts respectively

must draw on the vitality of our own rela-

tionships as a source of dynamism, strength,

and inspiration.

The United States has attempted to make
a constructive contribution in this context.

Last September in New York, addressing

the Latin American Foreign Ministers at-

tending the U.N. General Assembly, I

pointed out that several of our initiatives

before the seventh special session had been

designed to be particularly relevant to Latin

American concerns. And I pledged that in

the necessary negotiations in other forums,

and in all aspects of our relations, we would
remember that each Latin American country
was different and we would be responsive to

the distinctive national interests of our
friends in the hemisphere.
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My New York comments raised contradic-

tory speculations. The explicit introduction

of global considerations into our Latin Amer-
ican policy was variously interpreted as im-

plying either that the United States denied-

the existence of a special relationship with

Latin America or that it sought to build on

that relationship to constitute a new bloc in

world affairs. The recognition of the unique-

ness of each country, and particularly my
statement that no "single formula" could

encompass our desire for warm and produc-

tive relations with each nation in the hemi-
sphere, were interpreted by some to imply

that the United States was about to embark
on a new crusade to maintain its power
through a policy of special bilateral deals de-

signed to divide the countries of Latin Amer-
ica against one another and preclude their

ties with countries outside the hemisphere.

These speculations reflect the suspicions

and uncertainties of a fluid global environ-

ment. They reflect problems we must jointly

overcome. They do not reflect U.S. policy.

The fundamental interests of the United
States require an active and constructive

role of leadership in the task of building

peace and promoting economic advance. In

this hemisphere the legacy of our history is

a tradition of civilized cooperation, a habit of

interdependence, that is a sturdy foundation

on which to seek to build a more just inter-

national order. And it is absurd to attempt

to create a broader world community by
tearing down close cooperative relations

that have already existed in our part of the

globe.

Therefore the United States remains com-
mitted to our common pledge at Tlatelolco to

seek "a new, vigorous spirit of inter-Ameri-

can solidarity." - This must mean today not

an artificial unanimity or unrealistic pleas for

unilateral action. As we agi'eed at Tlatelolco,

interdependence has become a physical and
moral imperative: it is a reality of mutual
dependence and a necessity of cooperation on
common problems. To face real problems, we
must now deal effectively among ourselves

;

we must identify our real needs and priori-

- For text of the Declaration of Tlatelolco, see
Bulletin of Mar. 18, 1974, p. 262.
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ties—given the hemisphere's diversity, th;

can often be achieved bilaterally and .su

regionally better than regionally.

In this spirit of working solidarity, t!

United States pledges itself:

—To take special cognizance of the distin

tive requirements of the more industrializ'

economies of Latin America, and of the >

gion as a whole, in our efforts to build a mo
equitable international order. We believe tl

major Latin American countries need vo

cessional foreign assistance less than tlb

need support for their drive to participate

the international economy on a more eqii

footing with the industrialized nations,

help overcome fluctuations in export ear

ings and continued import and debt-servicii

needs, we have secured a development sec

rity facility in the IMF [International Mor
tary Fund] and a substantial increase in i

cess to IMF resources. To facilitate access

long-temi development capital on commerc
terms, we have proposed a new internatioi

investment trust and have begun a progr£

of technical assistance to countries enteri

established capital markets.

In a similar vein, we support expandl

capitalization of international financial ina

tutions such as the International Final*

Corporation and the Inter-American Devek

ment Bank. A U.S. contribution of $2

billion to a new multi-year replenishment

the Inter-American Development Bank
now before the U.S. Congress. Presid*

Ford has given his full support.

To promote the growth and market stal

ity of commodities of importance to La^

America, we favor producer-consumer

operation in specific commodities and a

duction in the barriers to increased proce

ing of raw materials in exporting countri

We are prepared to undertake other prac

cal steps:

l

8

The nations of Latin America have shoii

considerable interest in the transfer of mt

ern technology. We support this, in princi

and in practice. The challenge here, as el

where, is to develop mechanisms to achif

practical results. It may be that SELA
turn to this question and suggest the mea

Department of State Bulla



f which we could cooperate. We ai-e pre-

Jired to respond positively.

In addition we must recognize that tlie

•ivate sector, private initiative, and private

pital can play important roles in the de-

opment and application of new scientific

id technological advances to local needs and

nditions. The degree to which private capi-

is prepared to devote its considerable re-

urces of talent and knowledge to this task

11 depend on the climate for its participa-

»n. It is for this reason that we state again

r willingness to discuss codes of conduct

lich can provide guidelines for the be-

vior of transnational enterprises. No sub-

t is more sensitive or more vital—for the

vate sector has played the critical role in

nging about growth ; its resources exceed

far those now available for governmental

. Yet for it to be effective the proper

nronment must be created. This is a major

t for our cooperative efforts.

Co increase trading opportunities we now
mit many industrial products of develop-

' countries to enter the United States

hout duty. And we favor special and dif-

entiated treatment in the multilateral

de negotiations through concentration on

ducts of interest to Latin America. This is

eady apparent in the talks we have had on

pical products. On all such multilateral

les we are prepared to have prior con-

cation with the nations of Latin America.

-To maintain direct assistance to the

diest nations in this hemisphere still op-

|«3sed by poverty and natural disaster. The
,t bulk of our bilateral concessional as-

,nce to Latin America—nearly $300 mil-

annually—is now allocated to the re-

li's poorest nations to meet basic needs in

1th, education, and agriculture. At this

>nent, the United States has joined other

itries in a massive response to the devas-

ang earthquake in Guatemala. In addition

continue to support expansion of multi-

ral concessional assistance through the

d for Special Operations of the Inter-

erican Development Bank and the soft-

windows of other international financial

itutions active in Latin America. These
vities, supplemented by new programs in

agricultural development and to assist

balance-of-payments shortfalls, make an im-

portant contribution to our common responsi-

bility toward the neediest.

In this regard let me mention the critical

problem of food—which is especially impor-

tant to Latin America, where food production

over recent years has barely kept pace with

population.

Following my proposal of a year ago, the

Inter-American Development Bank estab-

lished the International Group for Agricul-

tural Development in Latin America. This

hemispheric agricultural consultative group

will consist of major donors and all Latin

American nations and focus on overcoming

constraints to agricultural growth and rural

development in the hemisphere. The first

meeting is scheduled for May in Mexico, and

preparatory work will begin next week.

The United States attaches great impor-

tance to this effort. It is crucial if Latin

America is to fulfill its potential as a food-

suii)lus region. It can be another powei'ful

example of how inter-American cooperation

can show the way toward solving mankind's

most urgent problems.

—To support Latin American regional and

subregional efforts to organize for coopera-

tion and integration. The United States has

provided technical and financial assistance to

the movement of regional and subregional

integration, including the development banks

of the Andean Pact, the Central American

Common Market, and the Caribbean Com-
mon Market. We are eager to assist these

integration movements and others that may
arise in the future. In addition, we see in

SELA a new possibility for cooperation

among the nations of Latin America on

common regional problems and projects. We
welcome SELA and will support its efforts

at mutual cooperation as its members may
deem appropriate.

—To negotiate on the basis of parity and
dignity our specific differences tvith each and
every state, both bilaterally and, where ap-

propriate, multilaterally. We intend to solve

problems before they become conflicts. We
stand ready to consult with other govern-

ments over investment disputes when those
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disputes threaten relations between our gov-

ernments. As you all know, the United States

and Panama are continuing to move forward

in their historic negotiations on a Panama
Canal treaty to establish a reliable long-term

relationship between our two nations. In the

interim between now and the final Law of

the Sea Conference, we will continue to at-

tempt to find solutions to issues relating to

fisheries and the seas which have complicated

our relations in the past. It is the earnest

hope of my country that within a year a

Treaty of Caracas will be signed on the law
of the sea.

—To enforce our commitment to mutual

f^ecuritii and the Bolivarian ideal of regional

integrity against those who would seek to

undermine solidarity, threaten independence,

or export violence. Last July at San Jose the

nations of the Americas agreed upon re-

visions to the Inter-American Treaty of Re-

ciprocal Assistance, the Rio Treaty. In so

doing, they reaffirmed their commitment to

take collective action against aggression

—

whether it comes from without or within the

hemisphere. The United States regards this

treaty as a solemn international obligation.

We are resolved to carry out the commit-
ment it places upon us.

—To work to modernize the inter-Ameri-

can system to respond to the needs of our

times, to give direction to our common ac-

tions. The member states have already taken

a major step forward in revising and re-

affirming the Rio Treaty. In the months
ahead, the OAS will be considering the report

of its special committee on reform. More
is at stake than the text of the charter; the

member states are also beginning to focus

on the structure and processes of the organi-

zation itself. The United States believes that

the OAS has an important future of service

to the hemisphere. We stand ready to work
with others to modernize and strengthen it,

to make it a more eff'ective instrument for

regional cooperation.

The application of these principles is a

matter of common concern. We have had a

special relationship for 150 years and more;

the very intimacy of our ties imposes upc

us the duty of rigorous and responsible sel

assessment. We should set ourselves co!

crete deadlines—to complete the proce.

before the end of this year.

We should use the months ahead constru

tively and productively. It is time that all

us in the hemisphere put aside slogans ai

turn from rhetoric to resolve. Let us go b

yond the debate whether the United Stat

is patronizing or neglecting or seeking

dominate its neighbors. Let us not dispu

whether the Latin American nations a

being unreasonable or peremptory or see

ing to line up against their northern partnt

Instead, let us focus on our goals and t

need for common effort and get down
serious business. Many forums and forms a

available. I propose that we identify the mc
fruitful areas for our common effort and s

ourselves the goal of major accomplishme

this year. At the OAS meeting in June, ^

can review where we stand and discuss wh
further needs to be done. At the last Gene;

Assembly we adopted the informal style

the new dialogue, successfully, to facilits

open and frank discussions of major issui

I propose that we do so again and that

concentrate, at this next ministerial meetii

on the nature of our fundamental relati(

ship.

Our common problems are real enough

common response will give living reality

the heritage and promise of the hemisph

and the enduring truth that the nations

this hemisphere do indeed have—^and i

continue to have—a special relationship.

The United States and Venezuela

The ties between the United States {

Venezuela illustrate the sound foundat

upon which we can build. Our democrat
our economic strength, our tradition of tr

and working together, give us hope ; it is i

duty to go forward together. This is

strong desire of my country.

We have set an example together. (

collaboration is traditional, extensive, int<

sive, and—patently—mutually beneficial,

fl
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Venezuela is a country at peace in a conti-

nent at peace. Its considerable energies can

happily be directed toward the highest as-

pirations of human well-being in the spirit of

its democratic ideals. Now those ideals have

been given new strength by the acquisition

of new prosperity and power.

Last December in Paris, 27 nations gath-

ered in the Conference on International Eco-

nomic Cooperation, a milestone in the world's

struggle to manage the challenges of inter-

dependence.

Decisions in CIEC are to be taken by con-

sensus rather than by majority vote. The
structure of the conference reflects the di-

versity of nations. It is not a club of the

powerful: the developing countries as well

as the industrialized participate on a fully

equal basis. It is representative, but not so

unwieldy as to frustrate all practical action.

It is a tribute to common sense and to the

-strength of our collective commitment to

achieve real solutions and real progress for

our peoples and for the world.

Appropriately, Venezuela-—whose leaders

have long projected a vision of greater de-

mocracy among nations as well as within

their own country—is now cochairman of

CIEC.
Since the early days of our nation when

Francisco de Miranda befriended George
Washington, Venezuela's and the United

States' struggle for liberty, national dignity,

and progress have been intertwined. Only a

few miles up this coast at Puerto Cabello,

there is a monument to 10 North Americans
who lost their lives in the first attempt by
Miranda to win Venezuelan independence.

And Henry Clay, whose statue stands in

Caracas, expressed the enduring wish of my
nation when he wrote to Simon Bolivar in

1828:

. . . the interest which was inspired in this country
Iby the arduous struggles of South America, arose

iprincipally from the hope, that, along with its inde-

ipendence, would be established free institutions, in-

isuring all the blessings of civil liberty.

We have a right to be proud, for these

hopes are a living reality. Few societies have
transformed themselves so profoundly and

so rapidly as our two countries. And those

transformations have been neither aimless

nor ideological, but the dynamic product of

institutions created by free peoples.

Venezuela and the United States have

built an economic relationship that is sturdy

and valuable to both sides—and is increas-

ingly so. Venezuela has for decades been an

important and reliable supplier of energy to

the United States—through World War II

and the recent oil embargo. The U.S. private

sector has participated actively in the dy-

namic growth of the Venezuelan economy.

We recognize that we often have differing

perspectives and diflfering interests. At times

the fervor of our respective convictions has

led us to disagree even when our interests

basically coincided. Venezuela and the United

States can debate without confrontation. We
can discuss without rancor, as friends. And
most importantly, we can pursue our respec-

tive goals with a dignity born of mutual

respect.

Like a masterpiece by Soto or Otero, our

relationship is therefore a shimmering and
changing pattern of reality. My discussions

with your distinguished President Carlos

Andres Perez and Foreign Minister Escovar

have convinced me that the farsighted

prophecy of the Liberator speaks for both

our countries. Bolivar envisioned a world

"imbibing the American principles and see-

ing the effects of liberty on the prosperity of

the American peoples. . .
."

We have it in our power to transform such

a world from a dream into a practical reality.

All great achievements began as dreams.

With realism, reason, and the will to work
together, we can insure that the dreams of

Bolivar and Jefferson, of Miranda and Wash-
ington, will endure—for our two countries,

for the hemisphere, and for all mankind.

The challenge for both our nations now is

to draw new inspiration from the long tradi-

tion that unites us, to bring into harmony
the diverse roles we are destined to play in

world afl"airs. There is little we can accom-
plish apart; there are tremendous things we
can achieve together.
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Brazil and the United States: The Global Challenge

Toast by Secretary Kissinger '

At such a moment, I must begin by ex-

pressing how much I regret that my dear

friend Ambassador Araujo Castro is not

with us here tonight.- He contributed so

much to the friendship between Brazil and
the United States that has brought us to"

this occasion. He was a diplomat of insight

and a man of humanity. He served his coun-

try well. I shall miss his counsel.

Some of you may have wondered, as my
staff certainly did, whether I would ever get

here. But I never doubted for a minute that

1 would one day be sitting at this table with

my good friend Foreign Minister Silveira. I

was much too afraid of his sardonic com-
ments to let him down again.

Antonio, our conversations and exchanges
have demonstrated to me why the skill of

Brazilian diplomacy commands such extraor-

dinary respect in international affairs. My
only criticism is that applying their own
high standards and the superior subtlety of

the Latin mind they sometimes give us too

much credit for complexity.

There has never been any doubt in my
mind that Brazil's diplomats speak for a na-

tion of greatness—a people taking their place

in the front rank of nations, a country of

continental proportions with a heart as mas-
sive as its geography, a nation now playing

a role in the world commensurate with its

great history and its even greater promise.
My country welcomes Brazil's new role in

world affairs.

' Given at a dinner at Brasilia on Feb. 19 hosted
by Foreign Minister Antonio Francisco Azeredo da
Silveira (text from press release 82).

- Brazilian Ambassador to the United States Joao
Augusto de Araujo Castro died at Washington on
Dec. 9, 1975.
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It is for this reason, Mr. Minister, that I

am so pleased to have the opportunity to say

something about how our two nations may
face together in the years to come the issues

of our complex modern world and how the

institution of consultation which we shall

establish liere during my visit will, I am con-

fident, give meaning and strength and per-

manence to our cooperation.

Mr. Minister, our two nations have much
to accomplish together. We both are vitally

concerned and involved in the world's re-

sponse to the fundamental challenges with

which history has confronted this genera-

tion—building a new and peaceful inter-

national order and insuring justice and
Ijrosperity for all peoples.

Today the United States and Brazil to-

gether face a complex and changing world.

The international order of previous centuries

has broken down under the pressures of two
World Wars and the inexorable process of

decolonization. The bipolar order of the last

generation has eroded. The industrial na-

tions of the West now deal with each other

on a new and more equal basis of cooperation

and shared initiative; the Communist world

has fragmented and is beset with economic

difficulties even as the Soviet Union emerges
as a military superpower. And around the

globe new voices awaken our humane con-

cern for the fate of our fellow men through-

out our shrinking planet.

The traditional association of our two na-

tions, and the warm friendship that con-

tinually has inspired it, are among our most

precious resources. At the same time, our bi-

lateral relations must now be infused with a
global vision and planned to encompass a

worldwide sweep. We have only begun to:
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realize the potential of vigorous collaboration

witii the major nations of the West in shap-

ing international order in the era before us.

At the core of my country's concerns is the

imperative of world peace.

At the core of Brazil's concerns are the

new issues of global interdependence.

These two central tasks of our time pro-

vide Brazil and the United States each with

a special role and responsibility and new
possibilities of cooperation.

The Challenge of Peace and Prosperity

The United States today is confronted by

one challenge unprecedented in its own his-

tory and another challenge unprecedented in

the history of the world. The United States

has finally come to recognize that it is per-

manently and irrevocably involved in world

affairs outside the Western Hemisphere. At
the same time, the catastrophic nature of

nuclear war imposes upon us a necessity that

transcends traditional concepts of diplomacy

and balance of power : to shape a world order

that finds a stability in self-restraint, peace

in justice, and progress in global cooperation.

Not all nations may choose a global re-

sponsibility, but every nation has a vital

stake in its success.

The United States, uniquely among the na-

tions of the free world, bears a heavy re-

sponsibility to maintain the global balance of

ipower and to resist expansionism.

All nations which value independence must
irecognize and oppose attempts to upset the

(global equilibrium on which the dignity and

(security of nations depends. Peace cannot

survive attempts to exploit turbulent local

situations for unilateral political or military

"advantage. We cannot accept the dispatch of

large expeditionary forces and vast amounts
of war materiel to impose solutions in local

conflicts on faraway continents. Nor can we
be indifferent if a nation of this hemisphere
makes it a systematic practice to intervene

to exacerbate such conflicts around the globe.

The United States is determined, as a matter
if principle, to resist such dangerous and
irresponsible actions.

At the same time we shall never forget

that the world cannot rely indefinitely on a

peace that rests exclusively on the precarious

balance of power, on a stability based on

pressure or threats of mutual extermination.

Our people and the people of the world de-

mand something better. Overcoming the

problem of nuclear war is the moral impera-

tive of our age. Our ultimate purpose is to

look beyond the crises of the moment to

shape a structure of international relations

that offers our children the hope of a better

and less cataclysmic future. We will never

settle for the uneasy equilibrium of an armed

truce. We shall never cease striving for a

peace in which future generations will know
tliat theirs is an era of true reconciliation.

There will be and can be no condominium
with the other nuclear superpower. On the

contrary, the people of my country will never

forget that our ties with our friends and

allies are the foundation of the edifice we
seek to build. As we meet the responsibili-

ties of security, the energies of all nations

are freed for the positive endeavors of

human betterment. All nations therefore have

a stake in peace. For in today's world, peace

is global; the breakdown of order on this

shrinking planet ultimately affects the hopes

and dreams and well-being of us all.

With solidarity in their commitment to

peace, all countries are summoned to make
their unique and necessary contribution to

the realization of the positive aspirations of

all mankind.

The Challenge of Interdependence

For these are the new goals toward which

tlie nations of the world are turning—and
among the most impressive, this great coun-

try. Brazil, emerging on the world scene,

stands astride the great international chal-

lenge of our time: the gap between the de-

veloped and developing worlds. Brazil, which
is itself both industrial and developing, mir-

rors the world in its vastness, diversity, and
potential. Brazil has brought to the great

task of economic and social advance, to the

uplifting of its people, not only its stagger-

ing resources but a boundless energy.

And Brazil also begins with strong ties of
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friendship with the nations of Latin Amer-
ica, with the great industrial powers, and

with the aspiring nations of the Third World.

In Latin America, Brazil's significant politi-

cal and economic role has long been recog-

nized. With the industrial nations, Brazil has

been an advocate of needed change in the

institutions and practices of the global eco-

nomic system. With the developing coun-

tries, Brazil has worked for a greater voice

and participation for all in the open economic
system that has fostered progress for a

generation and spread it to the far corners

of the world.

Thus, in today's interdependent world the

traditional motto of Brazil's flag—Order and
Progress—takes on new meaning.

Tlie United States, for its part, also has

accepted the challenge of cooperation on an

equal basis between all nations—industrial

and developing. North and South, rich and
poor alike.

At the U.N. General Assembly special ses-

sion on development, my government set

forth a comprehensive program of measures
to improve security against economic cycles

and natural disasters, to stimulate growth,

to improve the conditions of trade, particu-

larly in key commodities which are central

to developing economies, and to address ur-

gently the special needs of the poorest na-

tions. We are convinced that in the last

analysis it is justice that insures tran-

quillity; it is hope that inspires men to the

fulfillment of their age-old dreams.

We were encouraged to see at that special

session that the shrill idiom of the North-

South debate has begun to give way to more
rational discourse and an enduring sense

that we are in fact a world community. Ap-
peals to outmoded ideologies are giving way
to the study of practical proposals. Your
Foreign Minister has always advocated this.

Brazil, he has said, is not beguiled by the

"illusion of formal and rhetorical victories

in international forums," but is interested in

practical progress.

My country shares that commitment.

The U.S. and Brazil in an Interdependent World

Mr. Minister: My country shares with

yours the conviction that our efforts together

can now make a decisive contribution to a

new era of progress for the world. It is a

prospect worthy of our peoples. Therefore

we shall nurture our ties with you—in this

hemisphere and in the world. Ours will not

be a relationship of automatic unanimity, but

of equality, mutual respect, and common
endeavor in a host of areas.

We are already playing important roles

together in a variety of international forums

—in the Conference on International Ecd-

nomic Cooperation, in the multilateral trade

negotiations in Geneva, in the World Bank

and the International Monetary Fund. Our

recent past demonstrates that we, and the

world, have much to gain by our working

together in this way.

—At Kingston in January, Brazil and the

United States were prominent in achieving

the far-reaching reform of the International

Monetary Fund that was adopted by broad

consensus. By these new measures, the mone-

tary reserves of the developing world will

increase appreciably and the prospects for

world economic growth be enhanced.

—The United States and Brazil each have

a vital stake in the outcome of the Law of

the Sea Conference. I am hopeful that we
will see a successful conclusion of this his-

toric global negotiation this year. Brazil'?

voice is vital in those deliberations, and we

i.re in close touch.

—Finally, and most recently, in London
Brazil and the United States successfully,

composed our differences and helped to nego-

tiate a commodity agreement—on coffee—

that serves the interests of consumers anc

producers alike. President Ford has decidec

that the United States will sign the Inter-

national Coffee Agreement. My government

supports it, and I am confident that our Con-

gress will endorse it.

But whatever the successes of the imme-

diate past, the need for us to find commor
ground is more urgent than ever. No coun-
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ly—not even countries as vast as the United

^tates and Brazil—can hope to impose uni-

atoral solutions on the problems now on the

Aorld's agenda.

National trade policies, in particular, have

;reated recurring difficulties. To some extent

ihese problems are cyclical—reflecting the

emporary global economic downturns, as

veil as a growing awareness in the United

states of the long-term possibilities of Bra-

ilian growth and competitive capacity.

The United States is determined to over-

ome these difficulties; we are prepared to

nake every effort to do so through multi-

ateral arrangements and commitments. We
lelieve that both our countries must achieve

nutual solutions to these trade issues and

mild upon them toward a new period of

nternational economic cooperation.

Trade is only one of the many issues

vhich summon our two nations to a higher

evel of collaboration and cooperation. This

the reason, Mr. Minister, why I am hon-

ired to have the opportunity shortly to exe-

ute wich you our new formal agreement

istablishing a metiianisii of regular consul-

lations between our two couiarip"; at the

ainisterial level. The mechanism that we
(stablish will engage us in the kind of inti-

late and intensive deliberations on major
" /orld and bilateral issues which the scope of

' m- respective international interests and
" esponsibilities requires.

We have long been improving our consul-

ations, in keeping with the growing signifi-

, ance of our relationship. Fifteen months ago

/e instituted consultations on the planning

taff level. Last July we established an Eco-

omic Consultative Group with a special sub-

Toup on trade. We now cap these efforts

.ith a demonstration and institutionalization

f political will.

Our new procedure of consultation will not

:uarantee automatic solutions. But as we ad-

ress the bilateral issues between us, and the

3sues in major international negotiations in

k-hich our nations are called upon to partici-

late, our exchange of views takes on new
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and serious importance. Our consultation will

strengthen the efficacy of our cooperation

toward common objectives. Our joint efforts

could well mean the difference that insures

success in world councils of the future.

—This mechanism will serve us well in

the search for solutions to the trade prob-

lems which have emerged between us. One

of the fundamental principles of U.S. for-

eign policy has been support for the drive

of the more industrialized countries of Latin

America—^foremost among them Brazil—to

compete on a more equal footing in the

global arena. The contradictions generated

by export subsidies in Brazil and counter-

vailing duties in the United States must not

be allowed to become serious, divisive issues.

They must be addressed by both sides in the

light of the fundamental political require-

ments of our total relationship and of the

cooperative international order that we both

seek to build. To this end, we will discuss a

binding international commitment on the

issues of subsidies and countervailing duties

to be ultimately negotiated at Geneva under

the authority of the Trade Act of 1974.

—In addition, our consultation can be em-

ployed to explore ways of coordinating the

policies of our governments to promote the

fullest dedic^don of private and public re-

sources to the transfer of scientific and tech-

nological advances in the interests of Brazil's

long-term development.

—We also foresee that our consultations

might reach as well into the areas of energy,

space, and ocean resources development—all

of which hold out immense promise of bene-

fits for all mankind.

We shall bring to the table in these con-

sultations the full range of political consid-

erations—the basic character of our bilateral

relations with Brazil and our links with the

hemisphere and the world. We- shall be pre-

pared to consult on all major events of inter-

national significance. For it is, in the end,

the deeper spirit of our political understand-

ing which gives ultimate purpose and value
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to all we may undertake on these technical

issues.

We conceive of this consultation not as a

process in which one side states claims and

the other side defends an established posi-

tion but, rather, as a true exchange reflect-

ing our equality, our world perspectives, and

the benefits that both sides will surely gain

from common endeavor. Neither side can nor

should prescribe to the other what its basic

stance toward the rest of the world should

be. But each side will surely benefit from
knowing fully the views of the other and is

likely to give them weight.

History suggests that the relations of the

United States with Latin America are often

characterized more by high-sounding princi-

ples than by practical concrete action. Let

us insure in this instance that the consulta-

tive machinery which we are establishing

between our nations becomes, in reality, a

continuing basis for cooperative efforts of

real meaning to our peoples. For, even with

the best intentions, principles are not trans-

lated into reality unless governments on a

regular basis assign themselves concrete

and specific tasks which engage the interests

and will of their citizens. In this manner we
shall discover the form and the promise of

our future relationship.

Mr. Foreign Minister, I first visited Brazil

over a decade ago. I was struck by the un-

bounded confidence and breadth of vision of

the people I met. These reminded me of the

moral strengths that marked the earlier

generations that built the United States.

And I could only conclude that your natioi

like mine, was destined for greatness.

Nowhere can one sense more deeply th

creative spirit of the Americas than in Bn
silia. Here, where once there was only sol

tude, now stands this exciting cosmopolita

world capital.

In the Old World a frontier was a bounc

ary ; in the New World it was and always wi

be an opportunity. This is a hemisphere c

promise and discovery, summoning forth th

true spirit and courage of a people.

Our hope and dynamism, the vibrancy an

industry of the diverse peoples that make u

our nations, our common struggle agains

nature, want, and oppression—all these ai

the elements of a matchless epic of worl

history. They are the guarantee that oi

endeavor, which has achieved so much in th

past, can be even more fruitful as we wor

together on the frontiers of the futur

What we elect to do together can have vai

meaning to a world that yearns for a frea

demonstration of what strong and free n*

tions working together with a vision (

global responsibility can accomplish.

We welcome Brazil to her rightful share

role of international leadership. May w
strengthen our collaboration in the pursuj

of a more secure, prosperous, and just worll

Gentlemen, I ask you to rise and join m
in a toast to the President of Brazil, Generr

Ernesto Geisel, to my colleague and friei>

Foreign Minister Silveira, and to the permv

nent friendship of the peoples of Brazil ais

the United States.
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Secretary Kissinger Visits Six Latin American Countries

Secretary Kissinger visited Venezuela

February 16-18, Peru February 18-19,

h'azil February 19-22, Colombia February
'2-23, Costa Rica February 23-2^., and

Guatemala February 2U. Following are re-

narks, toasts, and news conferences by Sec-

etary Kissinger, together ivith the texts of

U.S.-Venezuela joint press release and a

l.S.-Brazil memorandum of understanding.

I.RRIVAL, CARACAS, FEBRUARY 16

if^s release 66 dated February 16

Since with respect to the art of oratory,

lie United States is an underdeveloped coun-

jcy, I take the hberty of reading some of my
smarks.

It is a great pleasure for me to be here in

enezuela, the nation that gave freedom and

ope to the people of this continent through

le leadership of its most distinguished son,

imon Bolivar. And it is particularly appro-

date, therefore, that it should be here that

have the first opportunity to reaffirm in

juth America the very special ties between

le United States and the nations of this

jmisphere.

Our two nations have much in common, not

ily in the form of our national heroes, but

so in what they represent for mankind—
iman freedom, dignity, and equality under

w. The strong historical friendship and co-

leration between Venezuela and the United

;ates reflect the common interest of our

'ople and the mutual esteem in which we
)ld democracy.

Although we face some issues today over

iiich we may disagree, I am confident that

3 can, through patience and mutual trust,

solve these differences to the satisfaction

' our two sovereign nations. I look forward

to talks with your esteemed President, Car-

los Andres Perez, as well as the opportunity

to continue the cordial and constructive dis-

cussions I've had in Washington with your

distinguished Foreign Minister and your Min-

ister of State for International Economic

Affairs.

I fully subscribe to the view so eloquently

enunciated by President Perez that we must
create a world of cooperation and avoid the

dangerous confrontations that arise from a

world hobbled by injustice and contradictions.

The nations of this hemisphere, which with

all their differences have so many common
ties, can make a major contribution to a

world of peace and progress and justice. It is

in this spirit that I come to Venezuela today.

Thank you for your warm welcome.

NEWS CONFERENCE, CARACAS, FEBRUARY 17

Press release 72 dated February 18

Q. Mr. Secretary, you said during the

course of the meeting at La Guzmania, the

Presidential mansion, that one of the pur-

poses of your trip to Latin America and the

result thereof ivould be to propose to the

U.S. Congress the elimination of the dis-

crvminatory clause in the Trade Act that

negatively affects Venezuela and Ecuador.

What specifically do you propose to tell Con-

gress so that Congress may accept your sug-

gestion?

The second question is that you announced

that the type of activity that Cuba has en-

gaged in in the case of Angola is something

that could not take place. However, Cuba has

just approved a new Constitution wherein it

supports the struggle for independence of

other countries. What do you propose to do

in this respect?
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Secretary Kissinger: With respect to the

first question, the Administration has re-

peatedly emphasized to the Congress that it

opposes the discriminatory aspects of the

Trade Act as they apply to Venezuela and
Ecuador ; and several amendments have been

introduced, including one by Senator Bentsen
from Texas in the Senate which we under-

stand is being considered these days by the

Senate Finance Committee, to remove this

particular discriminatory aspect.

When I return, I will of course report to

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and

to the House International Relations Commit-
tee, and I will emphasize in strong terms to

both of them the unfortunate impact that

these discriminatory pieces of legislation

have had on our relationship in Latin Amer-
ica. Of course it occurs occasionally that the

Congress does not see things my own way,
though it is hard for me to conceive. But we
think with respect to these discriminatory

laws that the prevalent mood in the Congress

agrees with the position that I have advanced
here.

Second, with respect to Cuba, I do not

know what the meaning of that phrase is in

the Cuban Constitution. Cuba has every right

to support politically and ideologically what-

ever it chooses. However, I am convinced that

once the American people understand that

Cuba assumes the right to intervene mili-

tarily in the affairs of other parts of the

world, we will not stand idly by. This is a

matter which we have brought before the

American public—which we will continue to

bring before the American public and before

the Congress.

Q. I would like to ask you what are the

reasons for the delay in the efforts to estab-

lish a relationship with Latin America on

the part of the United States. Why has this

delay been so extended? Is it that the United

States can concern itself only when it has

more time on its hands than it needs for its

other pressing matters, or is there any spe-

cific reason for this attention span?

Secretary Kissinger: First of all, there has
not been a delay, in that as soon as I became
Secretary of State I proposed, within a
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month, what came to be called the new dia^

logue, and a series of meetings took place be^

tween the Foreign Ministers of the Western

Hemisphere and then a series of meetings ol

working groups which were interrupted last

year as a result of actions which were not the

decision of our Administration, but were the

result of the interplay of a congressional ad
and the reaction of Latin American countries

particularly Ecuador and Venezuela, which

refused to attend the meeting which was

scheduled for Buenos Aires. This was on(

reason why I did not take a trip which hac

been scheduled for a meeting of Foreigi

Ministers.

And then there were two other events las

year that created a crisis which unfortu

nately had to be dealt with urgently. Ou'

was a critical situation, or a need for rapi(

negotiations, in the Middle East which cause(

me to postpone a trip ; and then the other wa
the collapse of Viet-Nam, which also was no

foreseen. I regretted it profoundly, and

stayed in close contact with my colleagues i

the Western Hemisphere. It is sometimes th

case that urgent problems take precedenc

over important problems, but it does nc

mean that there is any lack of interest or lac-

of concern in our relationships.

Q. Mr. Secretary, I am the correspondev

for Premsa Latina. My question is: Does tl

inclusion of a visit [to Brazil] in the court

of your present trip to Latin America mec
that the U.S. Administration continues

believe in President Nixon's statement th

wherever Brazil leans or goes, the rest >

Latin America might folloiv; or are you gi

ing down there to ask them for an explan<

tion of what the relationship may have bet

loith the "Frente de Liberacion de Angola'

Secretary Kissinger: With respect to tl

first part of your question, we consider Bras,

an extremely important country, a gra

country with which we maintain friend

relations.

What the impact is on other Lat

American countries is for other Latin Am©
ican countries to decide, and we believe th.

there are many authentic leaders in Lat

America, and the United States will not a
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point one Latin American country as the

leader of Latin America. This is up to the

countries of Latin America to decide in work-

ing out their own internal relationships. We
believe we can have friendly and constructive

and close relations with many of the coun-

tries of Latin America.

Secondly, with respect to the MPLA [Pop-

ular Movement for the Liberation of An-
gola], the United States has stated repeat-

edly that our opposition was not to the

MPLA. The United States has stated re-

peatedly that we are prepared to work with

any authentic African movement or any gov-

ernment that emerges out of authentic Afri-

can governmental processes. We recognized

immediately the FRELIMO [Front for the

Liberation of Mozambique] in Mozambique
which, in its orientation, is substantially

parallel to that of the MPLA.
Our objection in Angola was the massive

introduction of thousands of Cuban soldiers

and massive introduction of Soviet military

equipment, which had the practical conse-

quence of imposing a minority government

on a country by foreign arms and foreign ex-

peditionary forces sent from thousands of

miles away. As far as the MPLA is con-

cerned, in its African manifestation, we have

repeatedly stated that we could work with it.

Now, I am obviously not going to Brazil or

to any other country on this trip to call them
to account for actions they have a right to

take in the sovereign exercise of their for-

eign policy. Therefore this is not an issue

which I will raise. I am not here to discuss

the past. I am here to discuss the future.

Q. There has been speculation, Dr. Kissin-

ger, regarding the talks held tvith President

Perez, that you discussed the possibility or

the need of exploiting and developing the

Orinoco Tar Basin in exchange for tech-

nology.

Secretary Kissinger: First of all, let me
say that the very extensive talks I had with

your President were extremely helpful to me
in understanding the problems of Venezuela

and in understanding the possibilities that

exist for Western Hemisphere cooperation.

We discussed a wide variety of subjects.
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The President raised with me the issue of

the tar belt and described to me the plans he

has for analyzing how it can contribute to

Venezuelan development. He did not ask me
for my opinion on the subject, and he sim-

ply described his own development plans with

respect to this, and I listened to it with in-

terest and pointed out that we had similar

possibilities and we were developing—we
were looking Into the problem of technology

for ourselves. But there was no discussion

whatsoever about an exchange of technology

between Venezuela and the United States or

any conditions placed on how Venezuela

should go about developing its own national

resources.

Q. Mr. Secretary, the people of the Amer-
icas have been following ivith interest and

have been alert to the progress of the con-

versations that are being held betiveen the

United States and Panama. Hoiv do you see

these conversations at present? What do you

see as the outcome?

Secretary Kissinger: We are engaged in

very serious negotiations to see whether a

mutually satisfactory new treaty can be ne-

gotiated. These negotiations are taking place,

and they are making progress, and they will

be conducted with great seriousness by the

United States, as they have been also by the

Government of Panama.

Q. Mr. Secretary, there is a report in the

Venezuelan press that you asked President

Perez if he ivoxdd loiver the price of Ven-

ezuelan oil in a way similar to that ivhich

Iran has done. Was that subject raised in

your discussions at all?

Secretary Kissinger: That subject did not

come up. The question of energy was dis-

cussed, not with specific reference to Vene-

zuela's oil prices but with respect to the gen-

eral problem of the relation of energy to

other aspects of the international economy,

such as is being discussed at the Paris

Conference.

Q. There are vieivs that have been ex-

pressed through the media in Venezuela and

have also been reflected in communications
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through the netvs agencies regarding the

extraordinary security iwecautions taken on

the occasion of the visit of the Secretary of

State to Venezuela. My questiori is: Coidd

you explain to us ivhether you had, through

the U.S. Department of State, any informa-

tion or news regarding the possibility of an

attempt on your life? Or has this display of

U.S. security agents been simply a demon-
stration of friendship toward Latin Ameri-
can countries?

Secretary Kissinger: I never look at in-

formation about the security situation, so I

am not familiar with any particular informa-

tion with respect to security. I also do not

control the number of security agents that

accompany me. I suppose they feel that I am
easily lonely and therefore try to prevent my
usual melancholy from expressing itself—

I

will probably live to regret this. Let's make
this the last question.

Q. Dr. Kissinger, it is known that once

the strength and skill of the Cuban army
became apparent in Angola that American
Ambassadors were asked to consult ivith

their foreign governments. Does that mean
that .some kind of joint policy or agreement
is being worked out with reference to future

military interventions like Cuba, should

there be any?

Secretayji Kissinger: We are not in the

process at this moment of organizing a joint

policy with respect to any future Cuban
move. We are .stating, however, the view of

our Administration that this is an unaccept-

able mode of behavior, and we state this view

in response to questions. We are not volun-

teering it, and we are not asking any govern-

ment to take any specific action at this

moment.

Q. Mr. Secretary, accoj-ding to cables origi-

nating from Washington, you are quoted as

stating that countries receiving U.S. aid

7vould have to agree with the United States

in international forums. Shoidd that be con-

sidered simply a notice or a threat?

Secretary Kissinger: It may be that you
have your Harvard professors confused, but
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we are not buying votes in the United Na-
j

tions. Our attitude toward countries will have

to be determined by their overall relations to

us and not by each individual vote in the

United Nations.

Q. Dr. Kissinger, my country, Ecuador, is

one that has been claiming a 200-mile terri-

torial sea together ivith Peru and Chile in

order to develop our fisheries and other nat-

ural resources in the sea. It is my under-

standing that the Congress of the United

States is in the process of approving a simi-

lar law to protect a similar 200-mile area

along the coast of the United States. The
second question that I have is: If the United

States should approve such a law, providing

for 200 miles, would this mean the end of

the presence of tuna boats fishing along our

coastal borders?

Secretary Kissinger: With respect to the

200-mile zone, the United States, in the Law
of the Sea Conference, supports a 200-mile

economic zone—not territorial sea, but a 200-

mile economic zone—and we hope that we
can delay congressional action on this matter

until we can determine what will happen at

the Law of the Sea Conference that is begin-

ning in the middle of March. I do not want to

speculate what our fishermen will do.

The principle of the economic zone is that

countries can regulate the fishing by licenses

and other means. It does not mean that they

are necessarily excluded. The strong hope of

our Administration is that there will be an

international agreement which is equally ap-

plicable to all countries rather than a series

of unilateral laws with different shades of

interpretation.

U.S.-VENEZUELA JOINT PRESS RELEASE,

FEBRUARY 18

Press release 73 dated February 18

Caracas—The United States expressed its

deep commitment to seek a new, vigorous

spirit of intei'-American solidarity, believing

that the common experience and aspirations

of the nations of the Americas provide a
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unique advantage, and that hemispheric co-

operation is central to the effort to build a

greater world community.

To build upon the special strength of

hemisphere cooperation in addressing the

new global challenges of interdependence,

Venezuela and the United States agreed

today to new and closer cooperation in en-

ergy research, educational development, and
control of smuggling and unlawful use of

dangerous drugs. The two countries also

agreed to begin discussions looking towai'd

the negotiation of a science and technology

agreement.

Foreign Minister Ramon Escovar Salom
and U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kis-

singer announced that Venezuela had ac-

cepted the United States invitation to send

a team of highly qualified energy experts to

survey in depth United States research in

energy technology—coal, nuclear, solar, oil

shale extraction, geothermal, and wind.

In January 1975, the then Secretary of

Interior Rogers Morton proposed in Boston

at the first U.S.-Venezuelan symposium on

bilateral relations that Venezuela share

the benefits of advanced United States re-

search in energy technology in view of the

strong and mutual interests of both in the

energy field. The officials said that the forth-

coming trip of the Venezuelan energy experts

would be the first step in implementing what
has become known in Venezuela as "the

Morton offer."

The two Ministers further agreed to under-

take new programs in the area of educational

development and planning, consisting of a

high-level exchange of scholars and coopera-

tive research projects. The Venezuelan For-

eign Minister informed the Secretary of

State of the Scholarship Fund which Vene-

zuela has placed at the disposal of Latin

American and Caribbean countries.

The Ministers discussed details of a bi-

lateral narcotics agreement to provide for

intensified cooperative efforts to stem the

unlawful use of and smuggling of narcotics

and dangerous drugs. It is expected that this

agreement will be signed in the near future.

Drawing upon their close bond as nations

committed to democracy, Venezuela and the

United States affirm their belief that the in-

stitutions and processes of democracy are

essential if mankind's future is to be en-

hanced by freedom, equal justice and human
dignity.

TOAST, LIMA, FEBRUARY 18 '

Although this is my first visit to Peru, I

feel I am among old friends. In September

1973, Miguel Angel de la Flor was the first

Foreign Minister I met after becoming Sec-

retary of State. Since then Miguel Angel and

I have seen each other regularly at the

United Nations, at the OAS, in Mexico, and

most recently in Paris, where Peru was
elected cochairman of the Raw Materials

Commission of the Conference on Inter-

national Economic Cooperation.

Once I admired his uniform, suspecting

that he wore it to intimidate me. Miguel re-

plied he would make a special exception for

me, as a civilian, to join his legion—to join

him at the head of the greater battle facing

mankind: the struggle against poverty and

underdevelopment.

Mr. Minister: The United States this year

celebrates its bicentennial ; Peru is the cradle

of civilization in South America. Yet it is

only relatively recently that both our coun-

tries have found themselves deeply engaged

in world affairs. And it is still more recently

that we have begun to understand that the

conduct of foreign policy in the world is a

challenge as multifaceted and unending as it

is inescapable.

The United States fully accepts the awe-

some responsibilities that inevitably befall

it as the strongest free nation of the world.

We see ourselves as the defender of democ-

racy and the independence of smaller na-

tions against aggression. We see ourselves,

together with the other nuclear superpower,

as obligated to maintain global stability and

to seek realistic ways to reduce international

tensions.

' Given at a dinner hosted by the Peruvian Foreign

Minister (text from press release 79 dated Feb. 19).
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But our responsibilities do not end with

the control of nuclear weapons or the con-

tainment of East-West conflicts. Our vital

interests and security—and our highest

moral convictions—are directly aff'ected by

the evolving relationship between North and

South, rich and poor, industrialized and de-

veloping. We are therefore committed, in our

own enlightened self-interest, to foster a

new and more progressive international sys-

tem—based on coexistence and cooperation

—to replace the colonial and bipolar orders

that successively have been eroded by his-

tory.

I have come to Peru convinced that the

nations of Latin America and the United

States are essential participants in the task

that history has assigned to this generation.

Unlike most other nations in the world, we
of the Americas share a common experience.

This palace was built when our countries

were both colonies. We both won our inde-

pendence in revolutions which took place in

the early part of the modern era. Unlike

most other nations, we shared a civility of

peace and of mutual respect long before the

present evolution of the world's division into

industrialized and developing nations. There-

fore we start as friends.

Since Peru's revolutionary process began

—and continuing now under the leadership

of President Morales Bermudez—Peru has

brought fresh vision to many contemporary
international issues. That projection, like

our own, derives from the recognition that

international realities are no less essential

to the formulation of national policy and to

the attainment of national well-being than

domestic realities.

Peru has chosen a nonaligned path. The
United States accepts nonalignment as a

legitimate national course. Indeed, our global

interest is well served by a world of thriving

independent states, secure in their national

destinies against the hegemonial designs of

any nation.

Yet too often nations which chose non-

alignment to shield themselves from the

pressures of powerful global blocs have
tended to form a rigid, ideological, confron-

tationist bloc of their own. The variety of

the world's nations is too great, and our com-

mon problems too urgent, for such outmoded

practices ; they only deepen our divisions and

impair our mutual progress.

I am confident that our common dedica-

tion to cooperation, already implicit in our

respective efforts to reform the inter-Amer-

ican system and to bring the Law of the Sea

Conference to a useful conclusion this year,

will intensify in the future.

My discussions here today enable me to

better appreciate Peru's drive to shape an

interdependent world that gives full scope

to independence. This afternoon I saw many
signs of the greatness of the rich civilization

that flourished in this land before the Euro-

pean conquest. And through my friendship

with your Foreign Minister, I have come to

appreciate the aspirations and the new dyna-

mism of revolutionary Peru.

I can therefore understand why Peru has

elected not to model itself on other nations

but to draw on its own strengths in seeking

fulfillment of its national destiny. Inspired

by its unique past and the genius of its peo-

ple, Peru has chosen its own path that is

neither capitalist nor Communist. Rather,

recalling Tupac Amaru, Peru is struggling

to fulfill what Basadre has called the "prom-

ise of Peruvian history."

The United States, itself committed to the

ideal of equality of opportunity, is fully sym-

pathetic with Peru's struggle to create a

social democi'acy attuned to the needs of all

its people. Though we differ—in ideology, in

culture, in income and wealth, in govern-

mental structure—our two nations can none-

theless cooperate to achieve goals they hold

in common.

Indeed, the partnership of two strong

countries is the most fruitful partnership of

all.

For such cooperation to be meaningful,

there must first be understanding. We must
respect each other's perspectives, each other's

necessities, each other's seriousness. This is

not a theoretical consideration. Our legal

and political requirements have come into

conflict a number of times since your revo-
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lutionary process began. Not without effort

—on both sides—we have managed to sur-

mount most of these conflicts.

If we do not continue to seek to compose

difficulties between us honorably and to

mutual advantage, if our realism gives way
to passion, we run the risk of deceiving our-

selves and losing what we seek to achieve

for our peoples. There is common ground on

the basis of equality. There can be shared

success on the basis of solutions to common
problems. The United States, for its part,

will spare no effort to resolve any differences

that arise on the basis of dignity, equality,

and mutual respect.

The United States today approaches the

world, and this hemisphere, not with the

impulse to overwhelm problems with re-

sources or to disguise differences with as-

sistance programs, but with patience, ma-

turity, compassion, and a willingness to

identify genuine mutualities of interest.

Diversity and disagreement are features

of a world of independent nations. But the

interdependence of our security and eco-

nomic progress makes our working together

also a practical necessity. We have never lost

respect for each other or a dedication to

solve problems cooperatively, and we must
never do so.

The people of the United States are pro-

foundly convinced that the world's future

is at stake. The talents and energy of our

people have given us the means for material

progress that can all but eradicate famine,

poverty, disease, and—as we proved to-

gether in facing the 1970 earthquake—alle-

viate the dreadful consequences of natui'al

disaster. History will judge us cruelly if we
fail to draw from these blessings the great-

est possible human benefit. To paraphrase an

ancient Quechua saying, "Even the stones

would cry." Not our power, but our wisdom,

is challenged.

Peru, it is clear even on this brief visit,

has committed itself with determination to

build a better life for its own people. Its

leadership within the Third World demon-
strates concern that transcends its own
borders. At times the fervor of those con-

victions has conflicted with some of ours,

even when our fundamental interests have

not.

Despite the unique role that each of us

plays, my visit convinces me more than ever

that our shared goals can dominate our

differences. It is up to us to translate our

people's ideals into concrete achievements

through negotiation, not confrontation;

through common effort, not discord.

Ladies and gentlemen, I propose a toast

to the greatness of Peru, to our respect and

understanding for each other, and to the

greatness of what we can achieve together.

NEWS CONFERENCE, LIMA, FEBRUARY 19

Press release 80 dated February 19

Secretary Kissinger: May I make the fol-

lowing suggestions. Could we have the first

group of questions from the Peruvian jour-

nalists, and then we will take some from the

American journalists.

Before we take any questions, I would

like to repeat what I have already said

earlier and what I am going to say again to-

night. I would like to express my apprecia-

tion to the President and the Government
of Peru for the very warm and cordial re-

ception that I have received and for the

very constructive and useful talks we have

had.

Q. Dr. Kissinger, recent news items from

Washington, D.C., report that President

Ford has instructed the reorganization of the

CIA. Does this mean a restructuring of U.S.

security policies and also a commitment of

no further interference in other countries'

affairs ?

Secretary Kissinger: The reorganization

that was ordered by the President indicates

that the President wants to deal with two

problems: how to make sure that there is

even greater executive control over intel-

ligence operations and also how to regulate

the relationships between the intelligence

organizations and the Congress with respect

to the activities of the CIA. The charges that
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have been made have been sensationalized

and in many parts are inaccurate.

Q. The United States has adopted meas-

ures against the Government of Peril, among
them the refusal to sell arms, weapons; re-

strictions on trade; economic boycotts in

international credit organizations; and

others. With respect to each and every one

of these points, I tvonld like to know whether

Secretary Kissinger has during the course

of the day brought up any solutions as an

expression of U.S. good will in terms of our

bilateral relations.

Secretary Kissinger: I believe that the

question is based on a misapprehension. The

United States has not engaged in a policy

of pressure against the Government in Peru.

As I stated at the airport, as I will have

occasion to repeat again, the United States

supports the objectives of the Peruvian revo-

lution and is willing to cooperate with any

country that pursues an authentic national

path toward development. We think that in

a world that requires peace and progress, the

ability of countries that may have different

views about their internal organizations to

cooperate on the basis of equality is

essential.

With respect to specifics, the United

States in fact sold, I believe, close to 70 mil-

lion dollars' worth of military equipment to

Peru in the last year and a half. There are

no bans at this moment on any of our facili-

ties.

The difficulty is that there are certain

legislative requirements, some of which the

Administration has not favored, which go

into effect if certain measures are taken in

other countries. We are making very great

efforts to avoid having to resort to these

legislative mandates, and they are at this

moment not in effect. The policy of the Ad-

ministration toward Peru is to seek a mode
of cooperation and to work together in the

Western Hemisphere and bilaterally on con-

structive programs.

Q. Dr. Kissinger, your visit has created

great expectation and interest, especially re-

garding the motivational reason for it. Can
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it be considered a preamble for better rela-

tions between the United States and Latin

America?

Secretary Kissinger: My motivations are

generally not as complicated as the subtlety

of the Latin mind seems to believe, but

basically my visit here is to underhne the

importance the United States attaches to the

relationships within the Western Hemi-

sphere as well as to relations with Peru. We
are prepared to work together with the coun-

tries of the hemisphere either bilaterally or

in existing forums on common solutions to

common problems. What we should avoid is

to make too many rhetorical declarations

and to work out some concrete programs

which can engage the day-to-day activity of

our governments, so that we do not exhaust

ourselves in formal declarations, and begin to

get to work on our common problems.

Q. Dr. Kissinger, several countries havi

reported in Latin America, and also some

charges have originated in the Congress oj

the United States, which accuse the Govern-

ment of the United States of overthrotvinc,

the Allende government. What is your re

sponse to this question. Dr. Kissinger?

Secretary Kissinger: My recollection i;

that the committee of Congress that wa;

looking into this question specifically state(

that the U.S. Government did not overthrov

the Allende government and that corre

sponds to the fact the United States has ai

interest in maintaining the democratic insti

tutions in Chile but it did not feed or en

courage the coup that overthrew Allende.

Q. The fact, Mr. Secretary, that the in

telligence services of the United States hav

supported the FNLA [National Front fo

the Liberation of Angola'] and—the Holde,

Roberto movement—and the activities v,

Angola have produced, we tvould like t

know whether the U.S. Government feel

that the cooperation or presence of the racis

government of Pretoria is one that has pre

duced reactions amongst the U.S. black com
munity and other progressive groups in th

United States?
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Secretary Kissinger: First of all, there

are a number of totally wrong assumptions

in that question. The United States was in

favor of an African solution to the problem

of Angola. The United States did not support

any military action in Angola until a massive

Soviet and Cuban intervention had already

taken place, in which case we responded to

requests of several African governments for

their support.

The United States has formally proposed

on a number of occasions that all foreign in-

tervention in South Africa should immedi-

ately cease, that all foreign governments
should stop supplying arms in Angola, and
that the various groups in Angola should

negotiate among each other their own solu-

tion to this problem.

The United States had no interest in An-
gola except to keep it free of great-power

competition. And it was the massive inter-

vention of the Soviet Union which sent in

more arms into Angola than all other foreign

Igovernments have sent into all of the rest

of Africa during the course of the year and
a large expeditionary force from this hemi-
sphere.

The United States opposed South African
intervention as well as all other foreign in-

tervention. And the U.S. interest was to keep
Africa free of great-power rivalry.

As far as the black population in the

United States is concerned, we are certain

that it looks at our foreign policy from a

national point of view and that there will be
different points of view within the black

oopulation, as there are in the rest of the

population, but that there is not a unified

oosition.

Q. Secretary Kissinger, you have said that

lou have not decided whether to attend the

OAS conference in Chile in June. Could you
iell us, please, on ivhat basis you will make
ijour decision and ivhether that has anything
•0 do with the situation regarding human
-ights in Chile?

Secretary Kissinger: My basic plan is to

loin my colleagues of the Western Hemi-
iphere at the annual meeting of the Minis-

terial Council of the OAS, as has been tradi-

tional. I have not yet made my final schedule

for June, because it is a month of many con-

flicting international meetings, but I am in

the process of attempting to work it out.

With respect to the human rights question

in Chile and elsewhere, the United States has

consistently supported a greater degree of

human rights, and we have made our views

known.

Q. My question has reference to what you

said in Business Week in December—that

the aid of the United States in food has im-

portance for moral and humanitarian rea-

sons.- I understand th.at in 1973 the National

Security Council, ivhich you head, ordered a

comprehensive study of the food policy of

the United States and the political implica-

tions of the dependence of Third World

countries on the United States as a supplier

of food. The Washingto7i Post last year said

that the food aid program exists as an arm
of Kissinger's foreign policy. Whether that

is true or not I don't knoiv—that is Mr. Dan
Morgan's statement. My question is, can the

food aid program of the United States be an

arm of foreign policy and at the same time

a humanitarian and a moral policy?

Secretary Kissinger: First of all, the Pres-

ident heads the National Security Council,

and not his Assistant for National Security.

The role of the Assistant for National Secu-

rity is to make sure that all the choices are

presented to the President and all the agen-

cies are always present at the meetings of the

National Secui'ity Council so that they can

see very easily whether all the choices are

properly presented. But this is a technical

bureaucratic point.

In terms of substance, in my first speech

after I became Secretary of State, I proposed

a World Food Conference, which then took

place the following year. I am convinced that

the United States, as the greatest exporter

of food in the world, has a special responsi-

bility to use its surpluses to demonstrate the

- For an interview with Secretary Kissinger pub-
lished in the Jan. 13, 1975, issue of Business Week,
see Bulletin of Jan. 27, 1975, p. 97.
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importance of interdependence and to use

them in a way that is constructive and that

helps bring about a better and more progres-

sive world.

Secondly, the surpluses of the United

States, great as they are, can make only a

relatively small difference to the world food

problem, and therefore I have consistently

supported an increase in the food aid of the

United States, of which over 70 percent is

not given on the basis of any administrative

discretion.

But we have strongly supported programs
to build up world food reserves in order to

cushion the effects of emergencies, coopei'a-

tive programs to increase world food pro-

duction—because as I said, the total gap
between consumption and production is

about 25 million tons; the United States

can contribute at most 6-7 million tons to

meet this shortfall.

We have supported within the Western
Hemisphere the creation of a special agricul-

tural group. All of these efforts are an at-

tempt to deal with one of the profound hu-

man and social problems of our time and are

not related to any short-term political goals.

Indeed, they cannot be related to any short-

term political goals, because they will take

many years to take effect. But we do have
the overwhelming problem of interdepend-

ence and the use of scarce resources for the

benefit of mankind, and we hope that the

United States will discharge its obligations

in a responsible and, above all, a humane
manner.

REMARKS FOLLOWING SIGNING MEMORANDUM
OF UNDERSTANDING, BRASILIA, FEBRUARY 21

Press release 88 dated Febi-uary 21

Of the many international undertakings

that I have signed as Secretary of State,

none has given me greater pleasure than this

agreement today which my very good friend

Antonio [Brazilian Foreign Minister Antonio
F. Azeredo da Silveira] and I have been dis-

cussing for two years. In the charmingly
persistent and conciliatorily clear manner of
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Bi-azilian diplomacy, Antonio has insisted to

me in the two years that I have known him

that the United States must pay greatei

attention to Latin America and also that thf

relations between Brazil and the United

States can be of very great significance tc

the peace and progress of the entire world

We share the sentiment because in thf

world today we have the problem of how t(

prevent conflict and we have the problem oj

how to bring about progress. And it is im

portant whether they will be solved by thos(

who respect the individual and who bast

their policies on concerns for the humai
personality or whether they will be solvec

by those who believe in impersonal force:

and who carry out their programs withou

love and without hatred—simply in pursu

ance of an abstract bureaucratic conception

There is no country in which human quali

ties are more pronounced, in which the hu
man personality is more expressive, thai

this great country that I have had the hono

to visit for the last few days. And there ar

no two peoples whose concern for huma:
dignity and for the basic values of man i

more profound in the day-to-day lives o

their people than Brazil and the Unite*

States. So what we are committing ourselves

to is not just a series of technical undei

standings but an expression of confidence i

the individual human spirit.

In relations between the United States an

Brazil and in the relations between tb

United States and Latin America, there ha\

often been high-sounding declarations. W
are determined that this document which w
have signed today shall be put into imm(

diate practice. Its test will be whether in th

months ahead we can make concrete proj

ress on the specific issues that concern ou

people, the hemisphere, and the world.

The Foreign Minister has already referre

to some of the groups that are already i

existence. We have decided yesterday t

form immediately another group dealin

with energy and a second one dealing wit

scientific and technical cooperation. Ministt

[of Mines and Energy Shigeaki] Ueki anfju;

some experts have kindly accepted our ii

vitation to visit Washington in the very nea

Department of State Bullet) l|j
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ture to discuss a very broad agenda. Sec-

ary [of the Treasury William E.] Simon
coming here this spring, and we are plan-

\g a meeting of the overall commission

fore too many months have passed.

[ am extremely satisfied with the talks we
ve had here, which cover the entire range

our relationships, with special emphasis

the problems of development and eco-

mc growth for our countries, for the

nisphere and in a local framework. What
are doing here is not an exclusive ar-

igement, but something that we are pre-

ed to do, each of us, with other nations

similar objectives as well.

have been deeply moved, Mr. Foreign

:iister, not only by the extraordinary tech-

al competence of my counterparts here

—

ause I have become used to that—but by

friendship, matter-of-factness, absence

complexities, and extraordinary human
ids with which all conversations from a

•sident on have been discussed and con-

'ted. So we leave here not simply with a

tical determination that this relationship

11 be deepened but with a human neces-

that these contacts will grow more and

•e profound.

L great deal of the credit for this belongs

he persistence, subtlety, and charm of my
if nd and colleague the Brazilian Foreign

I ister, who makes his approaches to us

n so painless that I told him yesterday

^ discussions tend to reduce themselves

;he rate at which we yield to his pro-

ic ds. But I want to emphasize that I leave

Jisilia with the warmest of feelings, that

3k forward to frequent and regular con-

^ with the Foreign Minister and with his

J 'agues.

etween two countries of this size, one of

! li is growing with enormous rapidity,

lences are from time to time absolutely

Hi itable. This document will not remove
differences, but it will strengthen our

rmination that they will be overcome
1 the attitude that our friendship and
ed objectives must always guide our

"sions in specific cases. This is the deter-

naiation with which I return to Washing-
and we have reaffirmed it to ourselves

on several occasions since my arrival here.

It remains for me only to thank the Govern-

ment of Brazil, my friends in the Govern-

ment of Brazil, for the manner in which the

talks have been prepared, for the extraordi-

nary kindnesses that have been shown to us,

and for the great human warmth so char-

acteristic of Brazil but also so particular to

our friendship.

U.S.-BRAZIL MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANDING

Press release 87 dated February 21

Memorandum of Understanding Concerning
Consultations on Matters op Mutual Interest

The Government of the Federative Republic of

Brazil and the Government of the United States of

America:

Inspired by the long tradition of friendship and
cooperation between their two peoples;

Reaffirming the need to give wider expression to

the solidarity of the Western World and the benefits

to be derived from a constructive interpretation of

the concept of interdependence among all nations;

Recognizing the responsibility of their two coun-

tries to pursue their shared goal of a just and en-

during solution to international problems;

Convinced of the importance to the sound develop-

ment of their respective policies of close and fre-

quent consultations on matters of common interest;

And believing that these considerations call for

the establishment of a flexible mechanism permitting

open and active communication at the cabinet level,

have arrived at the following understanding:

1. The two Governments will normally hold con-

sultations semi-annually, on the full range of foreign

policy matters including any specific issue that may
be raised by either side. Economic, political, security,

cultural, legal, educational and technological sub-

jects, whether bilateral or multilateral, may be dis-

cussed within the political framework afforded by
the consultations.

2. These consultations will normally be held alter-

nately in Brazil and in the United States on dates to

be mutually determined. Special meetings may be

called by mutual agreement.

3. The consultations will be conducted by the Min-
ister of Foreign Relations on the part of the Federa-

tive Republic of Brazil and by the Secretary of State

on the part of the United States of America. The
Chairman of the meeting will be the chief of the

delegation of the host country.

4. Each delegation will be composed of such other

high-ranking officials, including cabinet members.
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as may be appropriate to the agenda to be discussed.

5. After review of matters of common interest by

the delegations, the chiefs of the delegations may
propose to their respective governments measures

deemed pertinent and appropriate.

6. By joint decision, study groups or working

groups may be established to examine particular

questions of current interest or to help carry for-

ward special projects.

7. Each party will establish such internal arrange-

ments as it deems appropriate to follow through on

the agreed conclusions and recommendations that

may arise from the consultations.

8. In addition to these consultations at the cabinet

level, consultations will be carried forward on an

on-going basis through normal diplomatic channels.

These channels will be used for the preparation of a

mutually acceptable agenda for the consultations.

9. The foregoing arrangements will complement

and in no way replace or detract from the existing

channels for transacting business.

10. This memorandum will come into operation

upon signature by the Foreign Minister of the Fed-

erative Republic of Brazil and of the Secretary of

State of the United States of America.

Signed in duplicate at Brasilia this twenty-first

day of February. 1976. in the Portuguese and Eng-
lish languages.

For the Government of the Federative Republic of

Brazil:

Antonio F. Azeredo da Silveira

For the Government of the United States of America:

Henry A. Kissinger

NEWS CONFERENCE, BRASILIA,

FEBRUARY 21

Press release 89 dated February 21

Q. Mr. Secretary, in some of your recent

speeches, mainly the one in California and

the speech you made here yesterday at the

Foreign Office, yoit said that actions along

the lines of the Cuban action in Angola would

no longer be tolerated. At the same time

there seems to be no indication on Capitol

Hill as to any change regarding a more ac-

tive participation of the United States. Hotv
do you explain that?

Secretary Kissinger: Fir.st of all, I want
to emphasize what I have said at various

other stops. My trip to Latin America was
planned long before the Angolan adventure
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by Cuba. I am not here to line up support i

the American position with respect to Cul

I am here to strengthen the relationship )

tween the United States and Latin Amer
and between the United States and Bra:

And the other issue is incidental to it.

Secondly, when the issue of Angola w

discussed in the U.S. Congress, it was d

cussed within the context of the local si

ation in an African country, within the ci

text of the debate going on in America ab(

how the United States should act in si

ations, whether by covert or by overt mea
One reason for the repeated statements

the President and myself is to explain to 1

American people what is involved and

bring about a clearer understanding of 1

potential global implications of what we ;

discussing, and we believe that this und

standing is growing.

And we believe that, in a democracy,

national leaders, we have no choice except

bring home our convictions to the Amerii

people. And as I said in my San Franci

speech, I am confident that once the An:

ican people understand what is at issue, tl

will act, as they have always acted, with

determination that is necessary.

it

Q. Noiv that the situation in Angola

ready is defined, ivhat would be lacking

the U.S. government to recognize the MP
as the government of all Angola?

Secretary Kissinger: The United Stj

has repeatedly stated that its objections

events in Angola were not related to

MPLA as an African organization, but to

massive introduction of outside forces s(

ing to impose one group over the other.
'

United States remains concerned about

presence of massive numbers of Cuban foi

—and Soviet technicians, in much sma
numbers—in Angola. We will watch eve;

including the actions of other African cc

tries that are most immediately concert

and we will take our decisions in the ligh

the actions of the authorities in Angola

of the views of other countries with wh
we have been closely associated.

Q. In Europe they call you a new Foi

i

k

I
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dies. They also say that you are trying to

vire /h the world the policy of the "big

ck." I icoidd like to know whether you

ree or not with this and whether you give

; the reasons for your anstver.

Secretary Kissinger: I am being variously

ticized for being too hard on the Com-

mist countries and being too soft on the

mmunist countries. There are those in

nerica who claim that we are being too

nciliatory to the Soviet Union and there

i those in America and in Europe who say

are not conciliatory enough.

Our problem is we are living in a world

ich is quite novel for many Americans, in

it we now have to have a permanent en-

^ement in international affairs and that

0, for the first time in our history, we
ve to deal with a country of roughly equal

ength, in the Soviet Union—so that for

! first time in American history we have to

iduct diplomacy of a permanent balanc-

•, continuous character. This creates cer-

n psychological resentments against the

rid so different from our historical expe-

nee.

i\nd it is therefore no surprise that those

(0 were very comfortable with the cold

fr and who had become very familiar with

id divisions and rhetorical declarations

—

t they should be uncomfortable. And it is

1 1 not surprising that those who believe

1, simply, declarations for peace unre-

il to any concept of equilibrium can ad-

ite matters, too, should be uncomfortable.

"hose critics in Europe to whom you refer

a generally those who want us to support

tl entry into the governments of their

:•( iitries of the Communist party. Now, I

1 ik that the United States has never vol-

- eered an opinion on that subject, but

II we are asked our opinion on whether
\ lielieve that the participation of Commu-

ii t parties in certain governments in

irope will not have considerable effect, we
liound to state the truth.

\])d the truth is that the participation of

nmunist parties in European govern-

irnts will bring about a new situation,

wether or not these Communist parties

claim to be, or are in fact, somewhat inde-

pendent of Moscow; because I can think of

many governments that are independent of

Moscow that nevertheless pursue policies

quite different from those of the moral and

political community that now, to a consider-

able extent, exists in the North Atlantic.

Up to now it has never been an initiative

by the United States. We state that such an

event will change the character of the rela-

tionship not because we wish it, but because

this is a fact.

But beyond this particular question which

you raise, it is a fundamental question of

how we can bring about a new approach to

international relations in the face of the

traditional polarization between two groups:

one that believes that all you need to end the

problem of communism is to strike a rhetor-

ical bellicose stand ; another group who be-

lieves that all you need to bring about peace

is to strike a rhetorical pacific stance. And
this is the nature of our debate.

Q. My question, to some extent, repeats

that of my colleague, but I ivill ask anyway,

because I would like to obtain a more ex-

plicit answer if possible. You stated Thurs-

day, on the question of the Soviet-Cuban

intervention in Angola, that the United

States had decided, as a question of principle,

to resist such dangerous and irresponsible

actions. Should it be understood that the

United States will resist the next Soviet-

Cuban intervention in Africa militarily or

that the United States ivill vehemently pro-

test with words only and will call a new
Helsinki Conference aiming in sanctifying

the inviolability of the borders established

by the Soviet Union and Cuba in Africa?

Secretary Kissinger: Of course, I just want
the questioner to know that I understood the

sarcasm of the question. But, first of all, I

would like to make clear that the Helsinki

declaration dealt exclusively with Europe.

Secondly, and before I get to the specific

question, the United States has pursued a

two-pronged policy. It has attempted to mod-
erate potentially aggressive conduct by

establishing certain international codes or
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principles to which nations should adhere.

But we have never had any illusions that

simple declarations of objectives can be a

substitute for geopolitical inequalities. And
therefore, side by side with attempting to

bring about a more conciliatory world, we
have done our utmost to make sure that the

world in which we live, which is not fully

conciliatory, does not provide temptations

for aggression.

And again I would like to call your atten-

tion to the fact that if you look at the nature

of our debate in America you will find that

the concerns are expressed on both of these

points, on both the point of attempting to

resist and on the point of trying to create

a new environment.

We do believe that we cannot stand for ex-

pansionism. But we also believe that a con-

stant attempt to balance forces will sooner

or later lead to a confrontation, and there-

fore we want to move to a new set of ar-

rangements. And Helsinki should be seen in

that context, without illusion.

Now, with respect to your specific ques-
tion, I think you will understand that it

would not be appropriate for a Secretary of

State to describe exactly what we would do
in circumstances that have not yet arisen,

that cannot be foretold. But it would be our
determination to do what is eff'ective, and
not to have a post mortem on a failure, but
to do what is necessary to prevent the suc-

cess of another similar effort.

Q. In the text of your speech which the

American Embassy has distributed, it was
said that the United States ivould sign the

International Coffee Agreement. In your
speech at the dinner at Itamaraty you
omitted this poiyit. Why?

Secretary Kissinger: The American press

that is traveling with me will tell you that

in almost every speech I sometimes omit a

paragraph or two in order to shorten the

delivery. In this particular case, in order to

be perfectly frank, while I wanted to convey
to the Brazilian Government that we will

sign this agreement, I thought perhaps it

was not specifically delicate at such a meet-

ing to give the impression that our relati

ship depended on coffee, and as if the pol

of this country exhausted itself in the a

of one agricultural commodity. And, the

fore, while we will sign the agreement, wl

the President has made this decision,

while the printed text of my speech is
'

official expression of American policy i

will be carried out, I thought it was perh;

somewhat more politic not to read that pa

graph as if something which we consider

wider importance could be summed up ii

traditional export of Brazil.

But in any case, what we have—what
in the text of our policy, and the Presid

has already, I believe, transmitted his

tentions of signing this agreement—or i

very soon—to the Congress.

Q. Mr. Secretary, could you explain u

you did not inform your good friend U
ister Azeredo da Silveira before November
about the presence of Cuban soldiers in i

gola? Isn't this exchange of informatio'

usual practice in the relations ami

friends ?

Secretary Kissinger: Foreign Minis

Silveira and I are engaging in a very ad
correspondence, and we make an efforl

think on the whole successful, of inform

each other of major events. We do not ne(

sarily ask for Brazilian support on ev(

thing that we do.

With respect to the Cuban interventioi

Angola, the full extent of it did not becc

apparent to us until the second half of Oi'

ber. We were aware of some hundreds

Cubans—Cuban advisers—earlier, but

that time we thought it was still within

context of an essentially African struggl

that is to say, where various African 1

tions might ask for outside support t

might be significant, but not so important

to dilute the essentially African naturei

the conflict.

It was only toward the end of Octo

that, putting together various pieces of

telligence, it became clear to us that we w
not dealing with advisers, but with an

peditionary force. And we. then, given
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fact that bureaucracies do not move with

enormous rapidity, we then informed some

Df our closer friends of that fact. It is also

important to remember that the Cuban inter-

vention accelerated very rapidly. As late as

the middle of December there were only

about four to five thousand Cubans—I am
talking about December now, the middle of

December—there were only about four to

five thousand Cubans in Angola. Today there

ire 11 to 12 thousand, so that a more-than-

oubling of the Cuban force took place after

the middle of December in Angola. So that

the full character of the struggle, that is to

ay the fact that we were no longer dealing

A'ith foreign countries helping their friends,

Dut with foreign countries imposing their

riends on the rest of the country, was not

eally fully clear to us until just before we
nformed the Brazilian Foreign Minister.

Q. Mr. Secretary, you have singled out

Jrazil as the most important country in

'Mtin America and on the verge of becoming

t world power. How about human rights?

Aren't you concerned with the matter?

Secretary Kissinger: It is not my obliga-

ion here publicly to discuss Brazilian domes-

ic developments, but I had an opportunity

esterday in my conversations to learn from

arious Brazilian officials their ideas about

he evolution of this country in the political

ield and their perception of the role of hu-

man rights in this respect.

Q. There is evidence that Brazil's trade

alance cannot stand, loithout great trauma

or the country, a general trade deficit—
mrticularly with the United States—similar

that of last year. In vietv of this and of

ihe multiplicity of forces ivhich decide

whether U.S. trade policy should be more or

>ess protectionist, more or less liberal, we
isk: When can we expect that the coopera-

tion between Brazil and United States, tvhich

was restated today, loill become more opera-

ive in terms of commercial efforts? Is there

noney involved in it?

During this iveekend, the United States

las adopted the policy of balancing its trade

elations with Brazil, tvhich have been ex-

tremely negative for our country. The United

States invites Brazil to join slowly the club

of the powerful. The invitation is also good

for the club of the rich?

Secretary Kissinger: There is no question

that when the economy of a country develops

at the rate and at the scale of the Brazilian

economy, that there will be occasional un-

evenness. There is also no question that from

time to time this will conflict with estab-

lished patterns in the United States. It would

be insulting to you to pretend otherwise. The

problem is not that there will not be mis-

understandings, disagreements, and occa-

sionally even conflicts. The question is

whether there exists the political will to re-

move those.

With respect to the very last part of your

question, I believe that it is Brazil's destiny,

quite frankly, no matter what the United

States does, to join the club of the rich. This

may be painful to some theoreticians, but

it is, in my personal judgment, unavoidable

and to be desired. But in the interval until

this occurs, a great deal depends on the wis-

dom of the policy of the United States.

Now, as you know, we have certain legis-

lative requirements that are more or less

automatically triggered in the case of par-

ticular events in other countries. We had

extensive talks about the issue that you

raised—the issue of the trade balance

—

which in part is also a temporary phenom-

enon until adjustments can be made in the

Brazilian supplies of raw materials. But

nevertheless it is real enough. We had ex-

tensive talks; the Brazilian side, if I may
say so, was extraordinarily well prepared,

and we approached it from the point of view

not of being able to eliminate that imbalance

immediately, but of reducing it and of pre-

venting some American actions that have

been sometimes harmful but, even more

frequently, more irritating than they were

harmful.

The Brazilian side came up with a number

of general ideas that we think are extremely

helpful and that we want to study in the

United States. And that, if not those ideas,

then some other ideas that will, in my judg-
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ment, lead to a solution—hopefully lead to a

solution—of some of the most irritating

problems that have existed.

We are determined in any event to have
our decisions in those matters guided by the

overall principles that we have enunciated

here, and we will begin immediately an ex-

amination in the United States of these

particular issues. When your Ministers come
to Washington, and when our Secretary of

the Treasury comes here, we hope that

significant progress can be made. From my
point of view, I think we had very useful

talks with your economic ministers yester-

day afternoon that were conducted in a

really constructive atmosphere on both sides.

Q. One of the most irritating points in

economic relations between Brazil and the

United States recently has been the U.S.

surcharge on imports of shoes. And one of

the options available to you to get rid of this

and to circumvent the Trade Act legislation

is to go to Geneva and to negotiate; although
this wouldn't have great economic impact,

it tvould have considerable symbolic impact
in improving U.S.-Brazilian relations. Do
you intend to do that?

Secretary Kissinger: You know the prob-

lem of countervailing duties is triggered ac-

cording to our law by the complaints of the

private sector and is not an action that is

usually originated, in fact it is never origi-

nated, by the government. We are concerned
here with a specific provision of the Ameri-
can law. But we are prepared to discuss with
Brazil the general question of the nature of

subsidies and their relationship to counter-

vailing duties. We are at the very beginning
of this process of discussion, and our eco-

nomic agencies in Washington must ob-

viously have an opportunity to study it and
to participate in those discussions. So all I

will say is that we discuss various ap-

proaches to this issue that may ofl'er some
hope that this particular irritation can be
eased if not eliminated.

Q. What do you think are the implications

and what do you think tvill be the repercus-
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Slows of the Congress' decision to cut off

military aid to Chile?

Secretary Kissinger: I think you can ap-

preciate that I am conducting extensive

enough public discussions with the Congress

in the United States not to feel the absolute

necessity to conduct them also in Brasilia.

My understanding is that, so far, this has

been only a vote of the Senate and has not

been a congressional action. I will have the

opportunity when I return to have further

discussions with congressional leaders, so I

will reserve judgment until I have an op
portunity to explore it.

Q. In your dealings with the governments

of Latin America and your attempts to

establish a new relationship tvith them, you

2vill inevitably be dealing with a number of

governments that are subject to accusations

that they do violate human rights. Without

regard to the specifics of the host country,

do you plan any initiative to demonstrate tt

the peoples of these countries that have such

grievances that their rights are being vio-

lated, that the United States sympathizet

with their aspirations?

Secretary Kissinger: We have stated oui

views on the human rights issue repeatedly

and I have answered a question on that be

fore. The United States supports the dignit;

and respect of the individual and democrat! Jas

processes, and all governments understan

our views in this.

i

lit

'p

Q. Mr. Secretary, if you'll take a non

Latin-American question. Former Presiden

Nixon has just flown to China. Could yo:

give us your appraisal of ivhat his trip ma-

mean for U.S.-China relations? Specificalli

is there any possibility that if Presiden

Nixon sees the netv Prime Minister of Chini

he will discuss with him his impressions o

his visit [sic] ?

UVIl

tes

Secretary Kissinger: I have been askfr

this question repeatedly in the Unite*

States. We were not consulted about tb

trip ahead of time, and we did not kno\

about the trip until it was announced, so i

did not represent an action by the Unite*

Department of State Bulleti
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states. If the Government of the People's

Republic of China has invited former Presi-

dent Nixon, who has the historic merit of

initiating that relationship, if the Govern-

ment of the People's Republic of China in-

vited him in order to underline the impor-

tance that they attach to the relationship,

we are in favor of any act that stresses the

significance either side attaches to the re-

lationship, even if we did not know about

the particular method that was chosen.

As far as talking to President Nixon after

he returns, we will of course wish to learn

about the nature of his discussions and about

tiis impressions. The particular method that

will be used to learn of these views we will

decide after the former President has re-

turned to the United States.

Q. [inaudible'\ have noiv all agreed to con-

sult in advance on all matters of global po-

itical significance in the spirit of coopera-

ion. One of the highest preoccupations of

ike United States is Cuban military adven-

tures overseas. Is it logical to assume there-

iore that when these discussions or consulta-

mns occur, you tvill seek Brazil's support

tor your position about Cuba?

Secretary Kissinger: I want to stress, in

Ihe strongest possible terms, that my visit

(0 this hemisphere is not to enlist support

jgainst Cuba. The visit to this hemisphere

tas been planned for a long time. The discus-

jions about this consultative arrangement
CO back two years. They were started dur-

ng a period when the United States was
noving toward normalization of relations

'rith Cuba and had repeatedly indicated its

nllingness to normalize relations with Cuba.

ik.nd I do not want to turn our Western Hemi-
phere policy or our Brazilian policy into an
bsession with a small Caribbean country.

If there are specific causes for concern

bout Cuba and if the United States feels

liat action is called for, we will undoubtedly
iscuss this matter with other interested

-atin American states. And, of course, we
nil discuss such a matter with an old friend

'hich sees things in these respects fairly

arallel, as Brazil. But this is not the reason

for this document we signed. This document

was prepared before there was any concern

with Cuba, and we do not need it to deal

with Cuba.

TOAST, BOGOTA, FEBRUARY 23

'

As I am coming to the end of my trip

through South America, I would like to say

how very moved I have been by the very

warm and human reception that I have re-

ceived everywhere, a reception which goes

beyond what may be published in communi-

ques or in press and formal statements but

which represents the true relationship be-

tween Latin America and the United States.

And in no country has the reception been

more personal and warm than here in

Colombia.

I had the privilege of staying in the home
of your President and having discussions

which were philosophical, relaxed, and which

went to the heart of each problem in an

atmosphere of substantial agreement and

total cordiality.

As for your Foreign Minister, from the

first time we met last year in the United

States, I have entertained a very special ad-

miration for him. In some respects we came
to our present responsibilities by similar

paths as authors, teachers, and historians.

But when I saw how your Minister presided

over the rhetorical extravaganza of the OAS
General Assembly last May and thought

about my own experience the year before in

Atlanta, I knew he had qualities of patience

and forbearance which I could never hope to

emulate. With respect to the qualities of for-

bearance and patience, and I'm sure many
others, my staflf completely agrees with this

judgment.

You are, Mr. Minister, by common consent

one of the leaders in foreign relations in the

Americas, and I am honored to be here by
your side.

I want to tell you, Mr. Foreign Minister,

how delighted I am to be here. The visit of

" Given at a dinner at the U.S. Ambassador's resi-

dence (text from press release 94 dated Feb. 24).
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your President to the United States a few

brief mouths ago was far more productive

even than we had hoped it would be. The
talks were expanded beyond what we had

originally planned. And we decided then that

we should renew our conversations at the

earliest opportunity.

My visit here, Mr. Minister, is an effort

built on the very considerable contribution

which your President made by his earlier

trip to the United States to the improvement
in understanding between the United States

and Latin America. In his statement to

President Ford, with considerable perception

and warmth, he talked about three themes:

the significance of responsibility, of order,

and of diversity in the affairs of nations.

I have given considerable thought to your

President's statement since his trip to our

country. He was right when he said that we
share a commitment to these three principles.

He was also right in stressing their impor-

tance to world peace and to the new, more
just and more humane world order to which
both Colombia and the United States are

committed.

Permit me to add a few comments of my
own about your President's important state-

ment.

First, as to responsibility, both our na-

tions are conscious of our broad responsi-

bilities beyond our own hemisphere. In

another century De Tocqueville remarked of

my country, and perhaps of the New World
in general, that "Expectancy is the keynote

of American foreign policy ; it consists much
more in abstaining than in doing."

But we can no longer abstain. The United

States is permanently and irrevocably en-

gaged in the world. Our power confers upon
us a dual responsibility:

—To maintain international security in

an age when nuclear war could destroy

civilization and

—To grasp the opportunity, which peace

offers us all, to work together in a spirit of

cooperation to build a world order which is

more humane and just, one which takes full

account of the dignity of each nation and the

inalienable rights of each of our citizens.
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The task we face today—indeed, the pur-

pose of my trip—is to search out the leader-

ship and the initiatives which will forge a

common pact for bettering the condition of

man. It is with this in mind that I have come

to your country.

We, together with you and your neighbors

in this hemisphere, begin the quest with a

great advantage. This continent is a conti-

nent of peace. The nations of South America

do not threaten each other. When states

start down the road of pressure and threat

—as some others have recently—it is a no-

table event in the history of the hemisphere,

raising concern and the need for attention.

This continent, unlike almost all the others,

has not been historically preoccupied with

international tensions and conflicts. It has

been able to focus its energies on our posi-

tive responsibility of building a system of

international cooperation. That sense of in-

ternational responsibility is one of the treas-

ures of our hemisphere tradition.

Order, as your President wisely said, is

our second common commitment.

A peaceful and progressive world system

depends, in the first instance, on law and on

the settled practice of nations. For it is only

under law that nations can pursue policies

of restraint and conciliation and expect that

others will do likewise and so reconcile their

political and economic interests for the com-

mon progress of mankind.

Colombia is the nation of Santander, whc
said "if arms have given us our independ-

ence, laws will give us our liberty." It was

Santander who renounced his soldierly hon-

ors to build schools, libraries, and museums
—the foundations of Colombia's distinctive

modern culture.

When President Lopez visited Washing-

ton, he expressed the hope that our twc

countries "will find a sense of partnership

within a legal system based on impersonal

and abstract rules within which there wil

always be the right to dissent." There is nc

better formula to guide our efforts in re

vitalizing the inter-American system. True

to its own tradition of respect for inter-

national law and orderly process among na-

i>
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)ns, Colombia has been in the forefront of

Forts first to create, and now to revitalize,

e Organization of American States. The
lited States will strongly support Colom-

a's efforts to make the OAS a more effective

strument of our common will.

There are other areas where we can col-

aorate as well:

—Commodities. Neither Colombia nor the

lited States felt an immediate need for a

ffee agreement. Yet both of us shared a

ig-range interest in working out an agree-

jnt that would provide equity to producers

d consumers alike. We have succeeded.

—Lata of the Sea Negotiations. No nation

the hemisphere has played a more active

d constructive role than Colombia. We
11 work closely with you over the next few

)nths for a historic multilateral agreement

establish a progressive regime of law for

e world's oceans, seas, and deep seabeds.

) issue is more important for the long-term

ibility and cooperative progress of nations.

—Narcotics. Our nations have a common
;erest in the control of illegal trafficking

drugs. Your country's cooperation in this

Itical area has been central to the inter-

Itional effort to curb the flow of dangerous

ags across international boundaries. For

s, you have the gratitude of the people

my country.

—Human Rights. We are both democra-

s. We share the common conviction that

; instruments, and ends, of all our policies

! the human beings who are our citizens,

d not some blind force of history. And we
irefore know that the ultimate vitality and

V tue of our civilization is the extent to

V ich its governments are responsive to the

^ ise of human dignity and respect. Under
' American Declaration on the Rights and
1 ties of Man, the United States and Colom-
b, are committed to nurture political and
hman rights everywhere. We will continue

t work with you in the common effort to

eaand the writ of justice and human de-

cicy, not only in this hemisphere but
t 'oughout the world.

The last of the themes your President

struck in Washington was that of diver-

sity.

There is no simple formula for a hemi-

sphere policy, no single solution to the prob-

lems of the Americas, no one slogan to en-

compass all the variety of our relationships

and goals. The rich variety of this hemi-

sphere is always a striking experience for

any visitor from the United States. I have

seen it this week. It is palpable. My country

understands it, accepts it, and welcomes it.

Indeed, the United States knows as well as

any nation that from diversity in this hemi-

sphere can come both creativity and

strength, if we will bend our common will to

the task which is ahead.

For our part, we shall move to vitalize our

policy throughout the Americas and foster

our hemispheric ties. We will also continue

to make a special effort to strengthen our

bilateral ties with each American state. We
are prepared to this end to develop special

consultative procedures with each nation of

the Americas, if it is desired, adapted to the

character and intensity of our differing re-

lationships.

We count Colombia as a nation to which

we have very special links : our common ded-

ication to democracy, our commitment to the

cause of human rights, the civility of our

mutual discourse, and our firm dedication to

a new and more just international order.

Mr. Minister: There is much work to be

done to construct the kind of peaceful and

cooperative world for which we all yearn.

You and we have a great part to play. Colom-

bia has undertaken, and you,, Mr. Minister,

are carrying out, responsibilities of states-

manship and leadership in this hemisphere.

You are in the forefront of the effort to con-

struct a new order. And Colombia's unique

spirit and voice exemplify the richness of

this hemisphere and of the creative possi-

bilities of a world of diversity.

Mr. Minister, in proposing a toast to your

health and success, I offer a toast to Colom-

bia, its people, and to our joint efforts to

work together on all the issues challenging

our modern world.
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ARRIVAL, SAN JOSE, FEBRUARY 23

Press release 9S dated Februaiy 24

As you know, Mr. Foreign Minister, to-

morrow we start our electoral campaign in

the United States, and it is a lucky thing

for our candidates that you are not eligible.

Ladies and gentlemen, you will have seen

what your Foreign Minister has put me

through at our repeated meetings. It has

been my experience at meetings of Foreign

Ministers of the Western Hemisphere to

deliver a speech to which the Foreign Minis-

ter of Costa Rica replied and no matter what

I try to do his eloquence far outshown mine.

This time he has put me into a more difficult

position. He has spoken iirst.

Mr. Foreign Minister, I feel indeed, as you

stated in your conclusion, that I am visiting

a friend, visiting a personal friend, and I am
visiting a fellow democracy, which, what-

ever the difference is in scale, shares our

values, supports common purposes, and has

the courage to stand for its convictions in

bilateral relations, in hemispheric forums,

and in international organizations. Not least,

as a member of the Security Council, Costa

Rica has proved that a nation of strong con-

victions and fundamental human principles

can play an important role in the world re-

gardless of what those might say who calcu-

late only by technical and impersonal factors.

In your eloquent remarks you called atten-

tion to the principal problems of the con-

temporary world, which are to prevent ag-

gression, to build the peace, and to create

a more progressive relationship among

states. Democracies do not have to be afraid,

nor do they have to apologize for searching

every avenue toward peace, but neither

should they delude themselves and close

their eyes in the face of aggression. And
also, the free countries have to work to-

gether to build a better world. And the na-

tions of the Western Hemisphere, sharing a

similar history, united by common ideals,

and inspired by those of them that have led

the way toward respect for human dignity,

have a special opportunity to achieve this.

Mr. Foreign Minister, you and I discussed

this meeting here in Costa Rica nearly a ye

ago, and you suggested that we invite re

resentatives from the other Central Ame;

can Republics to join us. It was a fortuna

idea and a happy end to my visit to Lat

America.

I want you to know what a great persor

joy it is for me to see you, how moved I w
by your eloquent remarks, and how much

look forward to spending time with you a;

getting to know your President and yo

country.

Thank you.

TOAST, SAN JOSE, FEBRUARY 24 ^

The opportunity I have had for discussio

with President Oduber and Foreign Minisi

Facio, and my bilateral meetings today wi

my colleagues from the Central Americ

nations and Panama, are a fitting culmh

tion of my Latin American trip.

Here in Central America, I know I am
my way home. For the history and dreams

this region have long been interwoven wi

those of my country. Our past provides

a heritage of considerable achievement a

a precious advantage to us as we engage 1

future. We have the responsibility to bu

upon the positive record of our cooperat:

for the benefit of each of our peoples and :

the advancement of mankind.

For a decade. Central America has bt

a region of progress. Industrialization, a^,

cultural diversification, new institutions, i

above all, a growing confidence of purpi

have brought your countries to a new thrc

old of development.

You are proving yourselves pioneers

the processes of international cooperation,

the Central American Common Market j

have shown the world how nations can co

bine their efi'orts to promote more rapid e

nomic development and international pea"

You have begun to construct durable Cent 1

American institutions—technological, edu •

s

i

' Given at a luncheon hosted by President Dai 1

Oduber Quiros of Costa Rica (text from press rele '.

100).

4
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anal, legal, and cultural—all of which help

lower the barriers between nations. Your
mmitment to a new treaty will provide

esh impulse to your integration and can

a model for others around the world.

Yet your nations—as well as any on earth

•know that success is fragile in the modern
)rld. You know that national independence

quires constant vigilance and solidarity

th others who share your commitment to

f-determination. Your economies know the

pact of external circumstances over which

u have little influence; your societies feel

e pressures of population growth and of

pid urbanization. One of your nations has

it its soldiers to help keep the peace in a

jional conflict halfway around the world

lich threatens international stability. Two
your countries know the anguish here in

! isthmus of a still-unresolved war. Such
nflicts arouse the concern of others—as is

rays the case wherever peace breaks down.

le role of the OAS in encouraging a solu-

n has been an impressive example of the

ue of our inter-American system.

Most tragically, three times in the past

'ee years Central America has been struck

inatural disaster. Hurricanes have brought
faring in Honduras; earthquakes have
.aged Nicaragua; and today our hearts

pained by the terrible calamity which
struck our friends in Guatemala.

he United States knows the obstacles

I face. We welcome, and we pledge our

81'port for, your continued progress and in-

t« ration. My country respects what you
h. e achieved and the uniqueness and sov-

eiignty of each of your countries.

\^e are all serious people. We have dif-

ftjnces of perspective and interest, and we
w continue to have them; for differences

inevitable when responsible and sover-

-.i 1 nations committed to the well-being of

thr citizens confront the diflficulties of an
inu-dependent world. But we also know that

tl time has come to resolve, in a fair and
m;ure way, the problems of the past and

P» them behind us as we look to our common
flare,

'he negotiations now underway to mod-

ernize the relationship between my country

and Panama are just such an effort. My
country is determined to continue those

negotiations in good faith to our ultimate

objective of a new relationship which re-

spects the national interests of both the

United States and Panama.

The United States will also continue to

cooperate in the development efforts in Cen-

tral America. Our bilateral assistance pro-

grams here are among the largest in the

hemisphere. As you seek to fulfill the aspi-

rations of your people for a better life, you

may depend upon the friendship and support

of my country.

The United States will be a steady friend

—not only in moments of catastrophe but

over the long tei-m in your struggle for de-

velopment. Responding to the tragedy in

Guatemala, President Ford has asked Con-

gress to authorize a new grant of $25 mil-

lion so that we can move beyond relief of the

immediate emergency to the difficult process

of rebuilding. And our established develop-

ment aid programs will continue as well—in

Guatemala and throughout the region, par-

ticularly to assist your efforts to help the

rural poor.

As we increasingly dedicate ourselves to

human betterment, we cannot neglect the

reality that no nation can hope to advance

if it is not secure. Our collective security is

the bedrock of our relations. Last July, here

in San Jose, the countries of this hemisphere

successfully completed the modernization of

the Rio Treaty—a visible symbol of our de-

termination to maintain and strengthen this

relationship.

I assure you that the United States re-

mains dedicated to the principle of collective

security. Recent events have shown that

foreign adventurism is not dead ; expedition-

ary forces may still be sent across the oceans

to intei-vene in, and impose their will upon,

the domestic affairs of other countries. The
United States will not tolerate a challenge

to the solemn treaty principle of noninter-

vention in this hemisphere.

I prepare now to go to Guatemala, where
I shall extend the sympathy and the admi-
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ration of the United States for the Guate-

malan people at this time of great suffering.

I then shall return to my own country.

This will be the last prepared statement

I will make during my trip. This visit has

been enormously valuable to me. I have

learned much, and I return to my country

with a deeper understanding of the strengths

and difficulties, aspirations and conflicts,

glories and anguish of the hemisphere

:

—In Venezuela, I saw and heard of the

growing sense of common destiny and soli-

darity within Latin America. I made clear

that we welcomed this and that we were pre-

pared to work with new Latin American in-

stitutions of cooperation.

—In Peru, I learned something of the

creative diversity of the hemisphere. Our
policy, I said, is to respect the sovereignty

of each Latin American state, to conciliate

differences before they become conflicts, and

to support the authentic development efforts

of the nations of the hemisphere.

—In Brazil, I came face to face with the

reality that a number of nations of the

Americas are emerging onto the world

scene, with broadened international interests

and international responsibilities. As a dem-
onstration that we are prepared to develop

new machinery of consultation with these

nations, adapted to the special circumstances

of our relations with each, I signed a new
and formal memorandum of agreement on

consultation with Brazil. I pointed out that

we are prepared to enter into similar ar-

rangements with other states if they so de-

sire. And I stressed that, in enhancing our

bilateral relationships with the nations of

the Americas, we would not diminish the

momentum toward integration and soli-

darity within Latin America or our willing-

ness to work with Latin American institu-

tions and organizations.

—In Colombia yesterday, the Foreign Min-

ister put foi'ward a suggestion for what
could become a new element in our inter-

American relationship. He proposed that we
explore the possibility of arrangements be-

tween the United States and the nations of
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Latin America to expand trade within t

hemisphere as a central mission and purpo

of the inter-American system. The Unit

States is prepared to look carefully at tl

imaginative suggestion. We shall set up

task force immediately to study its ran

fications. For his part, the Colombi

Foreign Minister will begin consultation wi

other Latin American countries. At the sai

time, the United States will be discussi

this proposal with him and with you a

other Latin American nations. All of us v

then be able to advance concrete and prac

cal ideas for discussion at the General 1

sembly meeting of the Organization

American States.

—Finally, in Costa Rica, I have seen ;

other example of democracy at work a

reaffirmed once again, as I have elsewhe

the importance of our inter-American cc

mitment to human rights and the dign

of man.

My trip has strengthened my deep c

viction that our common reality is our c

ative diversity; that our task is to fo

our geographical and historical bonds i

shared pui^pose and endeavor; and that

common responsibility is to build upon

special bond to make cooperation and pr

ress in this hemisphere a model and a c

tribution to a new era of internatic

achievement.

The United States regards its hemisph*

ties and responsibilities with a special

riousness. In a spirit of solidarity, we h

pledged ourselves:

—To respond to the special economic ne

of the more industrialized nations of

hemisphere

;

—To assist the efforts of the need

nations to advance themselves;

—To support Latin American regional

subregional efforts to organize for coopt-

tion and integration;

—To negotiate our differences with

nation or nations, on the basis of mutual

spect and sovereign equality, either bi

erally or multilaterally

;
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—To maintain our firm commitment to

mutual security against any who would un-

dermine our common effort, threaten inde-

pendence, or export violence; and

—To modernize and strengthen our inter-

American system.

These are the pledges we make. We shall

spare no effort to turn them into concrete

programs in the months ahead. We should

—

together—set ourselves an agenda for action.

I firmly believe that if all nations of the

Americas can commit themselves anew to

responsible cooperation in these areas, we
shall together be responsive to the deepest

needs as well as to the highest aspirations

of all mankind:

—Peace is both possible and the indispen-

sable precondition of all our hopes for the

future.

—The global economy must both grow and

be fair, bringing benefit and opportunity to

all peoples.

—Basic human rights must be preserved,

cherished, and defended if peace and pros-

perity are to be more than hollow achieve-

ments. The responsibilities of men and na-

tions in this era require, more than ever, the

full and free dedication of the talent, energy,

creative thought, and action of men and wo-

men, free from fear and repression, to the

tasks of our time.

—The essential political requirement for

progress in all these areas of common con-

cern is the readiness of nations to consult

and cooperate with each other on the basis

of sovereign equality, mutual respect, and

the commitment to our common success.

These, then, are the tasks before us and

the principles by which we are guided. It is

up to us, as individuals and as nations,

whether we shall build upon the progress we
have made and turn the decade ahead into

one of mankind's great eras of achievement.

On my trip, I have seen much of the prom-

ise, the emergent power, and the moral force

of this hemisphere. I have learned from it.

I have explained some of the goals and con-
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cerns of my country. And I have confirmed

my own longstanding conviction that the

modern challenges of economic and social

progress and relations between developed

and developing countries have more possi-

bility of being met successfully in this hemi-

sphere than in any other part of the world.

Therefore I propose a toast: To the dis-

tinguished Foreign Ministers of the Central

American Republics ; to the progress of your

nations; and to the cooperative effort to

achieve peace and well-being for the peoples

of this hemisphere and for all mankind.

NEWS CONFERENCE, SAN JOSE,

FEBRUARY 24

Press release 99 dated February 25

Secretary Kissinger: Ladies and gentle-

men, I simply would like to express my very

deep appreciation to the President and

Foreign Minister of Costa Rica for the very

warm reception we have had here and for

arranging the meeting with my colleagues

from the Central American Republics, who
also have had the courtesy of coming to the

ail-port to see me off.

I am extremely pleased with the meetings

that we have had, and I think it was a very

fitting end to my trip through Latin Amer-

ica, which I am confident will lead to the

strengthening of ties in the Western Hemi-

sphere.

Now I would like to take some questions,

but I would like first to take some questions

from the Costa Rican press or other Central

American journalists present, and then after

we have taken some of those, I will recognize

one or two of the North American contin-

gent, who are here to prove—to demonstrate

the intensity with which we conduct our in-

ternal debates.

Q. Mr. Secretary, the committee investi-

gating the overthroiv of the AUende regime

in Chile has indicated that you ivere instru-

mental in this process during the Nixon Ad-

ministration. Given the results of some of
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the findings of this committee, ive would like

to ask what is your opinion loith regard to

the concept of self-determination of peoples?

Secretary Kissinger: As I have had occa-

sion to point out repeatedly in the United

States, several of the congressional commit-

tees get carried aw^ay in their findings when

they deal with personalities. In any event,

the Senate committee specifically found that

the United States did not generate the over-

throw of the Allende government. My own

view is that countries should determine their

own future free of foreign military inter-

vention.

Q. The Seriate has vetoed any participa-

tion or intervention on the part of the United

States in the military area in the events in

Angola. I woidd like to ask you, sir, what is

yoiir opinion ivith regard, to the role of the

Senate in the conduct of international pol-

icy, and how does this affect the Ford Ad-

ministration in this area?

Secretary Kissinger: I do not think it is

appropriate for me in a foreign country to

engage in a debate over the Senate. I will

say, however, that what the United States

was concerned about in Angola was the mas-

sive intervention of a Cuban expeditionary

foi'ce and the dispatch of large quantities

of Soviet equipment which have transformed

what was a minority faction in Angola into

the dominant faction. So that what we are

seeing here is the imposition by foreign

force of a minority group as the Government

of Angola. We did not oppose any of the

groups in Angola as long as they reached

their objectives by African methods or with-

in an African context.

Secondly, we did not ask for American

military intervention but rather for money
to support black African countries that were

concerned about the Cuban adventure. We
believe that a mistake was made, and we are

now calling the attention of the American

people and of other countries to the global

consequences of these developments.

Q. Mr. Secretary, in the efforts to reform
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the OAS Charter the United States has

taken a position contrary to the concept of

introducing into a reformed charter the

matter of economic security of the Latin

American countries. In your speech in Cara-

cas announcing a netv path in relations with

Latin America, can we take this to mean that

there has been a change of heart on the part

of the United States and that the United

States now ivould approve of incorporating

the concept in a neiv treaty of the economic

security of these nations?

Secretary Kissinger: Our objection has

been that the phrase "collective economic

security" is a very vague and loaded phrase

which can be used for different purposes by

different countries. Our general approach to

all these issues, as was expressed at the

seventh special session of the General As-

sembly, is to deal with concrete problems |ij

i)i a constructive and cooperative manner.

With respect to the relationship with

Latin America I offered in Caracas—and 1

reiterated it again here today—cooperatior

on transfer of technology, cooperation on a

code of multinational cooperation, assistance

to the hemisphere. I call again attention to-

day to my colleagues from the Central Amer-

ican Republics to the important proposa

made by the Colombian Foreign Ministei

yesterday for a special study of trade rela

tions within the Western Hemisphere. Al

these concrete measures we are prepared t(

take, but we are not prepared to accep

general slogans that can be used in unpre

dictable manners.

Last question from the Latin side anc

then I will take two questions from thi

North American side.

Q. Mr. Secretary, it was once said during

the Nixon Administration that where Brazi

goes, so goes the rest of Latin America. Dt

you think that Brazil as a country is the bes

example, as a nation, for Latin America

And the second question, by what means di

you think that the American Governmen

could bring about arrangements tvhereb'i

the Latin American governments could ret
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?ive more revenues or more equitable

rices for the commodity exports upon which

ley depend particularly in the case of the

lore needy nations?

Secretary Kissinger: With respect to

razil or any other country, the United

tates will not or cannot appoint any one

3untry as the leader of Latin America. The

'nited States is prepared to have special

jnsultative arrangements with any nation of

le Western Hemisphere where our relation-

lips have reached a level of complexity or

itensity where such relationships are neces-

iry. But even when we have these special

msultative arrangements, they are not

leant to the exclusion of hemispheric ties,

ad they are not intended to confer a special

Dsition of leadership on any one country,

econdly, I have spoken at every stop about

le basic principles which govern the U.S.

)nduct in the Western Hemisphere and the

asic values for which the United States

ands, which include respect for human
Ights and for the dignity of the individual.

With respect to commodities, the United

tates has declared its willingness to have

tse-by-case commodity studies and has al-

;ady agreed to sign the coffee agi-eement

ad signed the tin agreement, and we are

'epared to have discussions on other

»mmodities.

Q. Mr. Secretary, Rabbi Baruch [Korjf],

iho is well knoivn in the United States as

friend of President Nixon, said today con-

trning Mr. Nixon's visit to China: "I don't

link he really wanted to go noiv, but the

Viinese ivanted the trip to coincide with the

mrth anniversary of his visit, and the State

epartment vieived this as a unique oppor-

inity to learn about the political ferment in

\hina." Did you or any official of the State

department in any way give Mr. Nixon this

npression or in any way urge him to go to

hina?

Secretary Kissinger: I will say three

lings. One, it is not a particularly elevating

icperience to be forced to exhibit our domes-

tic torments before foreign audiences at

every stop. Two, I did not know, nor did any-

one else in the Department of State until an

hour before the announcement was made, of

President Nixon's planned trip to the Peo-

ple's Republic of China. Three, we welcomed

the statement by the Acting Premier of the

People's Republic of China reaffirming their

continued interest in the principles of the

Shanghai communique and in the process

of normalization of relations with the United

States.

Q. Mr. Secretary, I ivonder if I might just

follow that up by this point. It has been

suggested that you did see Mr. Nixon just

before he announced that the trip would

take place. Is it possible that anything you

might have said would give him the impres-

sion that it ivould be useful for the United

States for him to go?

Secretary Kissinger: No, it is not possible,

and I have discussed this at a press con-

ference in Washington. We will take one

more question on the American Civil War.

Q. Mr. Secretary, you said that your Latin

American tour is not an anti-Cuba campaign,

and you have also said that Cuba has be-

haved respomsibly in the hemisphere in re-

cent years. Yet today you seemed to bring

the specter of Cuban intervention in Latin

America. Do you have any indication that

the Castro Government is going to reneiv its

activities in this area, or was it just rhetoric?

Secretary Kissinger: I called attention to

the principle of collective security, in which

no group of nations is more interested than

the Republics of Central America, each of

whom is individually weak with respect to

outside intervention, and each of whom is

dependent on the principle of any specific

indication—of any specific action that is be-

ing planned, but it is to make clear what the

U.S. attitude is for contingencies that might

arise, but have not yet occurred.

I am afraid I am already late for my plane

and I want to thank you all very much for

the reception I have had here.
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DEPARTURE, GUATEMALA, FEBRUARY 24

Press release 102 dated February 24

Secretary Kissinger: When one sees a

catastrophe of the scale that has affected

Guatemala, one does not deal with a political

problem, but with a human problem; and

what concerns us now is how we can give

expression to our concern, to our sympathy,

and to the tremendous needs that have sud-

denly arisen in this country.

What we have seen in this country has

been very moving, but the President showed

me pictures of a catastrophe far transcend-

ing what is possible to observe in the city,

and he has also described to me the efforts

that are being made by the Government of

Guatemala and by the people of Guatemala

to build a better future.

As far as the United States is concerned,

we will do our utmost to respond to the

coui'age of the people of Guatemala. I have

been very impressed by the insistence of the

President in his private talks as well as in

the remarks he made here, that this problem

will be solved primarily by the people and

the Government of Guatemala and that it is

not in the first instance for outsiders.

I am happy that starting tomorrow an

American engineer battalion will arrive here

to work on the road between Guatemala City

and El Rancho. We have agreed that we
would study your immediate needs prior to

the rainy season and then longer term needs

during the course of this year. I will be dis-

cussing this with President Ford when I see

him tomorrow, but the major message that

I would like to bring to you is not one of

material assistance, but of the dedication of

the Americans that I have been privileged

to meet here who have reached out to be of

assistance and to have been privileged to

assist Guatemala in its hour of need. And
this reflects the spirit of friendship and

human sympathy between our two peoples.

And I will bring back to the United States

the steadfastness and dedication of your

leaders and of the people that I have had an

opportunity to observe here.

Thank you very much.
I will be pleased to take two or three
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questions, but we must be brief, because w
must get back to the United States at

reasonable hour, and we'll take them onl

from the Guatemalan press.

Q. What is the estimate of the sum th

United States ivill give?

Secretary Kissinger: As you know, tY

President has just requested $25 million i

emergency aid, and our regular aid is (

course continuing, and several projects wi

be going forward within the next few day

But what we will do is, our Ambassado

working with your planning group, will d

velop within the next two weeks a propos

to send to Washington. In the meantime

will be taking up the problem with Presidei

Ford and our officials, and we will have

better estimate of the amount that can 1

discussed after these studies are complete

i(

Q. What is the U.S. position on Belize?

Secretary Kissinger: Your President andl

had an opportunity to discuss this, and I h;

previously in the day discussed it with yo

Foreign Minister. The United States is

good friend of Guatemala and is also a gO'

friend of Great Britain. We will do our be

to bring about an amicable solution since >

would hope very much that two close frien

of the United States not drive matters to

point of confrontation. But it is in this spi

that we will keep in touch with both sic

during their negotiations and do what be

sides agree might be helpful.

Q. Are there any conditions to assure i

help you promise is channeled properly?

i

1

Secretary Kissinger: There are no poli

cal conditions of any kind attached to wh;

ever assistance has been given or will

given. There will be technical discussic

between our Embassy and Guatemalan

ficials in order to determine where the U
aid could be most useful in the program

self-help that your President has describi

But the United States is assisting in a spil

of friendship and cooperation and will atta

no conditions of any kind.
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uatemala Disaster Relief Act

ransmitted to the Congress

Iest<age From President Ford *

'o the Congress of the United States:

On February 4th a devastating earthquake
truck Guatemala. That earthquake, together
fith its aftershocks, has left over 22,000

ead, more than 75,000 injured, and one
lillion homeless.

The United States has a special responsi-

ility to help meet the urgent needs in Guate-
lala. Immediate aid has already been ex-

inded by U.S. agencies, both public and
rivate, including:

—Emergency shelters, medical supplies

id food provided by the Agency for Inter-

ational Development.

—Transportation and medical facilities

•ovided by the Department of Defense.

—Food distribution, medical services, and
;her disaster relief activities provided by
amerous private voluntary agencies.

Last week I dispatched my Special Coor-

nator for International Disaster Assistance

-AID Administrator Daniel Parker—to

uatemala for a firsthand review of the sit-

ition. He has now^ reported to me and to

ongressional Committees on the extent of

image and need. Both the Senate and the

ouse of Representatives have passed resolu-

pns expressing sympathy for the people of

Uatemala in their hour of distress and urg-

ig development of a comprehensive U.S.

(sponse. The Secretary of State will visit

le Republic of Guatemala on February 24 to

fpress further our support for the people of

uatemala.

I am now proposing urgent and specific

tion to turn these expressions of sympathy
Ito tangible assistance. The proposed $25
lllion "Guatemala Disaster Relief Act ofW which I am sending herewith repre-

nts an immediate humanitarian response of

1.6 United States to the victims of this trag-

' Transmitted on Feb. 19 (text from White House
less release).

lorch 15, 1976

edy who have been injured or have lost their

relatives, their homes and possessions, and
in many cases their very means of existence.

This legislation, and the ensuing appropria-

tion, will enable us to respond to the human
tragedy in Guatemala. Our response will re-

flect America's concern for the people of

Guatemala.

Gerald R. Ford.

The White House, February 19, 1976.

International Coffee Agreement

To Be Signed by the United States

Department Statement *

As Secretary Kissinger announced in

Brasilia February 19, the President has au-

thorized U.S. signature of the International

Coffee Agreement, 1976. The agreement is

open for signature at U.N. Headquarters in

New York. Our Ambassador to the United

Nations will be instructed to sign the agree-

ment shortly.

The International Coff'ee Agreement, 1976,

is the outgrowth of nearly a year of negotia-

tions between 43 exporting countries and 18

importing countries at the International Cof-

fee Organization in London. All the exporting

countries are developing countries, and coffee

is the largest nonpetroleum export from the

developing world. In 1974, world coffee ex-

ports amounted to over $4 billion, and U.S.

imports of coffee totaled $1.5 billion.

The purpose of the new agreement is to

help provide a stable flow of coffee onto the

market. It will encourage producers to restore

adequate production levels. It contains no
fixed price objectives and will not raise prices

above long-term market trends.

The major operating mechanism of the

new International Coffee Agreement is a pro-

vision for export quotas whenever supplies

are in sui*plus. However, unlike previous cof-

fee agreements, the mechanism is automati-

' Issued on Feb. 20 (text from press release 85).
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cally suspended when prices rise sharply.

The current situation in coffee markets is

one of record high prices. This situation re-

sulted from a disastrous frost in the coffee-

growing regions of Brazil which severely

damaged or destroyed over half of the esti-

mated 2.9 billion coffee trees in that country.

Over half a billion trees have already been

uprooted in Brazil. Moreover, the frost came

at a time when world coffee stocks were rela-

tively low. Since the frost, markets have

been further troubled by events in other

major coffee-producing countries, such as the

civil war in Angola, serious floods in Colom-

bia, and the disruption of internal transpor-

tation in Guatemala by the earthquake.

Because prices are so high, the agreement

will enter into force on October 1, 1976, with

quotas in suspense. We expect they will

remain in suspense until the late 1970's, when
the coffee trees now being planted in Brazil

and elsewhere yield their first fruit. In the

meantime, there will be no interference with

the free flow of available coffee to the market.

On the contrary, in the immediate future

the agreement will provide producers addi-

tional incentives to supply available coffee to

member consuming-country markets. Export

performance during the next two years will

be a significant factor in the eventual calcula-

tion of individual exporting-country quotas.

This and other features of the new agreement

will tend to exert a dampening effect on

prices.

The agreement will enter into force Octo-

ber 1, 1976, for a period of six years. Dur-

ing the third year of the agreement, each

member must specify its intention to continue

participation or it automatically ceases to

participate on October 1, 1979. Thus, the

United States and other members have an

opportunity to review their continued par-

ticipation at the midpoint.

Since the negotiations ended in December

1975, the Administration has conducted a

rigorous interagency review of its provisions

and concluded that it is a substantial im-

provement over earlier coffee agreements and

is consistent with our interests as coffee con-

sumers. After signature, the President will

submit the agreement to the Senate for its
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advice and consent to ratification and wil

subsequently request implementing legisla

tion from both Houses of Congress throug-:

September 30, 1979.

U.S.-lsrael Income Tax Convention

Transmitted to the Senate

Message From President Ford '

To the Senate of the United States:

I transmit herewith, for Senate advice ar

consent to ratification, the Convention signc

at Washington on November 20, 1975, b

tween the Government of the United Stat

of America and the Government of the Sta

of Israel with respect to taxes on incorr

Also I desire to withdraw from the Sena

the Convention for the avoidance of dout

taxation and prevention of fiscal evasion wi

respect to taxes on income between the Go

ernment of the United States of Ameri

and the Government of Israel which w
signed at Washington on June 29, 19

(Executive F, 89th Congress, 1st Session

There is no convention on this subj(

presently in force between the United Sta1

and Israel.

The Convention signed on November '.

1975, is similar in many essential respe^

to other recent United States income 1

treaties.

I also transmit, for the information of 1

Senate, the report of the Department

State with respect to the Convention.

Conventions such as this one are an i

portant element in promoting closer econon

cooperation between the United States i

other countries. I urge the Senate to

favorably on this Convention at an early d

and to give its advice and consent

ratification.

Gerald R. Ford)

The White House, February 11, 1976

'Transmitted on Feb. 11 (text from White Ho
press release); also printed as S. Ex. C, 94th Coi

1st sess., which includes the texts of the conveni

and the report of the Department of State.
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I

tongressional Documents

lelating to Foreign Policy

Ith Congress, 1st Session

le Persian Gulf, 1975: The Continuing Debate on

Arms Sales. Hearings before the Special Subcom-

mittee on Investigations of the House Committee

on International Relations. June 10-July 29. 1975.

261 pp.

S. Policy Toward Southern Africa. Hearings be-

fore the Subcommittee on African Affairs of the

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. June 11-

July 29, 1975. 527 pp.

reign Assistance Authorization: Arms Sales Issues.

Hearings before the Subcommittee on Foreign As-

sistance of the Senate Committee on Foreign Rela-

tions. June 17-December 5, 1975. 670 pp.

onomic Aid Allocations for Syria and Compliance

With Section 901 of the Foreign Assistance Act.

Hearing before the Special Subcommittee on In-

vestigations of the House Committee on Interna-

tional Relations. June 25, 1975. 44 pp.

iclear Proliferation: Future U.S. Foreign Policy

Implications. Hearings before the Subcommittee on

International Security and Scientific Affairs of the

House Committee on International Relations. Octo-

ber 21-November 5. 1975. 506 pp.

mmonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.

Hearing before the Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations on H.J. Res. 549, To approve the cove-

nant to establish a Commonwealth of the Northern

Mariana Islands in political union with the United

States of America, and for other purposes. Novem-
ber 5, 1975. 201 pp.

IS. Trade Embargo of Vietnam: Church Views.

Hearing before the Subcommittee on International

{Trade and Commerce of the House Committee on

'International Relations. November 17. 1975. 47 pp.

iman Rights in Haiti. Hearing before the Subcom-

mittee on International Organizations of the House

Committee on International Relations. November
(18, 1975. 137 pp.

Ilia in a New Era: Implications for Future U.S.

llPoliey. Report of a study mission to Asia, August
lll-13, 1975, conducted by Representative Lester L.

1*1 "Wolff. Submitted to the House Committee on Inter-

national Relations. December 8, 1975. 75 pp.

:x Convention With the U.S.S.R. Report of the

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations to accom-

{ pany Ex. T, 93-1. S. Ex. Rept. 19. December 11,

1975. 38 pp.
I ;deral Ocean Program. Message from the President

of the United States transmitting the 1974 Annual
. Report on the Federal Ocean Program. H. Doc.
' 94-321. December 11, 1975. 151 pp.

j
ickground Information on the Use of U.S. Armed
Forces in Foreign Countries. 1975 Revision. Pre-

pared by the Foreign Affairs Division, Congres-
i ' sional Research Service, Library of Congress, for

i the Subcommittee on International Security and
- Scientific Affairs of the House Committee on Inter-

national Relations. 84 pp.

International Telecommunication Convention and Re-

vised Telegraph, Telephone, and Radio Regulations.

Report of the Senate Committee on Foreign Rela-

tions to accompany Ex. J, 93-2; Ex. E, 93-2; Ex.

G. 94-1. S. Ex. Rept. 94-22. January 16, 1976. 17 pp.

94th Congress, 2d Session

Crisis on Cyprus—1976: Crucial Year for Peace. A
staff report prepared for the use of the Subcom-

mittee To Investigate Problems Connected With
Refugees and Escapees of the Senate Committee on

the Judiciary. January 19, 1976. 104 pp.

East-West Foreign Trade Board Third Quarterly Re-

port. Communication from the Chairman of the

Board transmitting the Board's third quarterly

report on trade between the United States and non-

market economies, pursuant to section 411(c) of

the Trade Act of 1974. H. Doc. 94-335. January 19,

1976. 37 pp.

International Finance. Annual Report of the Na-
tional Advisory Council on International Monetary
and Financial Policies, covering the period July 1,

1974-June 30, 1975. H. Doc. 94-348. 304 pp.

TREATY INFORMATION

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Atomic Energy

Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency,

as amended. Done at New York October 26, 1956.

Entered into force July 29, 1957. TIAS 3873, 5284.

7668.

Acceptance deposited: Qatar, February 27, 1976.

Maritime Matters

Amendment of article VII of the convention on facili-

tation of international maritime traffic, 1965 (TIAS

6251). Adopted at London November 19. 1973."

Acceptance deposited: Belgium, January 13, 1976,

Wheat

Protocol modifying and further extending the wheat

trade convention (part of the intemational wheat

agreement) 1971 (TIAS 7144, 7988). Done at

Washington March 25, 1975. Entered into force

June 19. 1975. with respect to certain provisions

and July 1, 1975, with respect to other provisions.

Acceptance deposited: Japan, February 20, 1976.

Not in force.
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Protocol modifying and further extending the food

aid convention (part of the international wheat
agreement) 1971 (TIAS 7144, 7988). Done at

Washington March 25, 1975. Entered into force

June 19. 1975. with respect to certain provisions,

and July 1. 1975, with respect to other provisions.

Acceptance deposited: Japan (with reservation).

February 20, 1976.

PUBLICATIONS

GPO Sales Publications

BILATERAL

Austria

Agreement amending the interim agreement of

November 6. 1973 (TIAS 7751), concerning accept-

ance of transatlantic air traffic organized and
operated pursuant to advance charter (TGC or

ABC) rules. Effected by exchange of letters at

Vienna December 10 and 22, 1975. Entered into

force December 22, 1975.

Ecuador

Agreement on mapping, charting and geodesy.

Signed at Quito February 19. 1976. Entered into

force February 19. 1976.

India

Agreement modifying the agreement of August 6.

1974 (TIAS 7915; 25 UST 2383), relating to trade

in cotton textiles. Effected by exchange of notes

at Washington January 20 and 22, 1976. Entered
into force January 22. 1976.

Ireland

Agreement extending the agreement of June 28 and
29, 1973 (TIAS 7662), relating to travel group
charter flights and advance booking charter flights.

Effected by exchange of letters at Dublin Decem-
ber 23, 1975. and January 9, 1976. Entered into

force January 9. 1976.

Pakistan

Agreement amending the agreement for sales of

agricultural commodities of August 7. 1975. Ef-

fected by exchange of notes at Islamabad Febru-
ary 5, 1976. Entered into force February 5, 1976.

United Kingdom

Agreement concerning a U.S. naval support facility

on Diego Garcia. British Indian Ocean Territory,

with plan, related notes, and supplementary ar-

rangements. Effected by exchange of notes at

London February 25. 1976. Entered into force

February 25. 1976.

Agreement relating to the construction, maintenance
and operation of a limited naval communications
facility on Diego Garcia, with plan. Effected by
exchange of notes at London October 24, 1972.

Entered into force October 24, 1972. TIAS 7481.

Terminated: February 25. 1976.

Publications may be ordered by catalog or stc

number from the Superintendent of Documents, U
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 'ZOk

A 25-percent discount is made on orders for 100

more copies of any one publication mailed to

same address^ Remittances, payable to the Super
tendent of Documents, must accompany orde

Prices shown below, which include domestic posta

are subject to change.

Background Notes: Short, factual summaries wh
describe the people, history, government, econor

and foreign relations of each country. Each conta

a map, a list of principal government officials

U.S. diplomatic and consular officers, and a read

list. (A complete set of all Background Notes c

rently in stock—at least 140—$21.80; 1-year si

scription service for approximately 77 updated

new Notes—$23.10; plastic binder—$1.50.) Sin

copies of those listed below are available at 30^ ea

Albania

Bulgaria

Central African Republic

Ethiopia

San Marino

Korea, Republic of . .

Cat. No. S1.123:AL1

Pub. 8217 4 pp.

Cat. No. S1.123:B87

Pub. 7882 6 pp.

Cat. No. S1.123:C33

Pub. 7970 6 pp.

Cat. No. S1.123:ET3

Pub. 7785 4 pp.

Cat. No. S1.123:SA5

Pub. 8661 4 pp.

Cat. No. S1.123:K84

Pub. 7782 6 pp.

Environmental Warfare—Questions and Answi
Pamphlet by the U.S. Arms Control and Disari

ment Agency containing information on envir

mental warfare such as definitions of terms, sta

of the draft convention banning use of environmer

modification techniques for hostile purposes, the

vironmental effects of nuclear warfare, etc. Pub.

10 pp. 40.*. (Stock No. 002-000-00053-9).

Trade—Meat Imports. Agreement with Panai

TIAS 8112. 7 pp. 30«'. (Cat. No. 89.10:8112).

Trade—Meat Imports. Agreement with New Zeala

TIAS 8113. 8 pp. 30«*. (Cat. No. S9.10:8113).

Agricultural Commodities. Agreement with Bangi

desh amending the agreement of October 4, 1974,

amended. TIAS 8114. 5 pp. 25«(. (Cat. No. S9.

8114).
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